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THE AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
IT LOOKS EXPENSIVE BUT IT'S NOT!

THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix cisplays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.

A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2 MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2 caller faders. 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
-even four internally generated mix -
minus outputs!

!--
im---10

WITH 24 -BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input, the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)-all opto-isolated.
Its DSP DIGITAL METERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so you can be assured of
pristine perfo'mance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix -minuses automati-
cally, and you can program any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.

And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net /sa/ei@wheatstone.corn copyright 0 2004 by WHEATSTONE CORPORATION



Networked Audio from
Harris? You Betcha!

Want to maximize your facility and
studio capacity? Leverage your existing

equipment to do more for your talent,
staticn - and bottom line? You can with
the power of VistaMax from Harris.

VistaMax is a digital audio management system that lets

you ne-work your audio studios together. With universal

access Jo all of your resources simultaneously you increase

produdtivity and quality while decreasing maintenance.

You cal smoothly migrate from a dedicated analog studio

to a digital networked infrastructure with this distributed

approach - on your timeframe. Benefits include:

 Aut3nomous console operation, when needed

Easi y share resources to gain economies of scale

Qui:kly reconfigure your facility when

program or format changes occur

 Recuce installation time and cost for

any reconfiguation

As a ratural extension of our BMXdigital expertise,

VistaMax is built on field -proven technologies such as

familiar user interfaces without the complexity of a PC.

Empcwer your audio management with VistaMax.

Contact Harris today.

1 830.622.0022 www.broadcast.harris.com
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 Semi -isobaric design

 Duai 5.25" drivers

 8.5' x 15" x 8.25"

 200 watts RMS cap.

 .25" Acrylic construction
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The most unique and versatile book shelf speaker available today. The LB -100
utilizes liquic gel technology for increased performance and an outstanding
sound. The compact design al.ows for easy placement in the listening
environment. Available in ove- 35 different colors to choose from. Call
us or visit our web site for a dealer near you, (Dr to request a catalog.

See why we say Big Sound...Little Package!

Liquid
Acoustic 714-690-5934

www.liquidacoustics.com
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from the past month

College Physicist Invents New
Antenna Technology
An employee in the University of Rhode Island's
Physics Department has invented a reduced -size
monopole antenna.

Vermont Tower Felled by Vandals
The self-supporting tower for WDOT-FM had its
anchor nuts removed on June 16.

Defense Bill Passes with Indecency
Language in Place
After a 99-1 vote, the Senate bill moves to the House
committee for a final draft.

Radio Automation Pioneer Passes
Dane Roach (1959-2004) died June 20 in Emmets-
burg, IA. He last worked for Smarts Broadcast
Systems.

Site Features
June Facility Showcase

Read about the renovation of the ESPN Radio
facility and view the studios.

Split-level Combining
A white paper with a detailed description of the

system is included in the online article.

Engineers Notebook
A handy reference of tools and equations.

Browse Back Issues
Review back issues of Radio magazine with the

online article archive.

Demo Room
View online demos of the latest products.

Buyers Guide
The annual printed reference is continuously

updated online.

Digilink-xtremg

the NEXT generation for all, DUI, and DLEIV systems,.

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme, the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional Broadcast audio hardware.

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation. ... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

arrakis systems Inc. www.arrakis-systems.com (9701 461-0730

L
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THE WORLD'S 1st

STEREO POTS
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TielineAe
TECHNOLOGY

RUM CODEC
Introducing the all new iMix
IA). G3 tealci?s a brand no.. :hanged DSP
plaForm that combines studio m x'..ng power and
nev. POTS SDN GSM and data ccklec capabili-
ties never bekre oFered in a 16 s 9' sized remote
m xr at such 3 low price.

The. world's fit 15kHz stereo POTS audio codec
cen deliver live stereo rem:.-tes o- stereo studio
Finls over dual POTS lines. A -levy Dual Mono
iea-ure also enables the use 3f cne 15kHz POTS
channel for main program and the second 15khz
?OTS chaire. fcr a range of on-boara IFB
irc uding procucton/engineerirg talkback and
live on -air callers. You ter. -2Ven send your
b-cadcasz grogram to two locations.

A miniature expansion slot accepts a range of new
ha-dware modules to sui: indkidual ranote
apolicatons such as GSM to landlhe for wi-eless
remotes. Stereo Mono [SEN. Stereo or Dual
Mono POTS plus new IFB and front oanel
co -molted iva on -air caller 'aciliies

TFe on -board six :nput digib.I mixer can be easily
configured for ncn-technica users or as a fully
featured saidio mixer inc udirg on -off channel
buttons. 0.12. intercom. telephone caller control.
LAN RS2:_-2 interfaces and one button con:rol of
lo:al and remote control reify irputs "and" olputs.
You can Ever adjust your remote talent's audio
input love s from the studio to ensure their levels
ave always perfect.

ki optional Digital Router softwa-e kit will allow
any of flit .ix audio inputs to be routed -o any
a'idio ouput. giving you the tools to create a
ppwerft.1 and flexible stud c envi:onmen- in the
field. iMix G3 will also connect k your c xisting
Comrex* or Musicam* PO-S codecs

Call Tieline or your favorite dealer
for a free demonstration.

Call: 800 750 7950
www.tieline.com



Viewpoint

10 years of progress

he FCC just closed the window for com-
ments regarding IBOC.In its quest for infor-
motion, the FCC requested ideas relating to
the use of AM1BOC at night, separate anten-
nas for FM use and the general question if
IBOC is in fact ready for prime time.

We have discussed IBOC for many years
now. With the current questions on the
table, I decided to look back at some of the
ideas and concepts that were presented
in 1994 to see how we have progressed on
the matter. We have effectively narrowed
the choices to a single system, but we
don't appear to be any closer to wide

acceptance.
While the IBOC path was set earlier

than 1994, publicized work in the
early 90s was little more than a few
demonstrations. The reports that I

can find from these early demos all
state that the tests went well. In some
cases, there were reports of some
problems with adjacent -channel in-
terference to the IBOC signal.Today,
adjacent -channel interference is still
a concern, only now the concern is
from the IBOC station interfering with
the analog adjacent channel.

During most of 1994, the EIA and
NRSC conducted an intense testing pro-
cess at the NASA Lewis Research Center in
Cleveland to evaluate seven systems pro-
viding nine modes.AT&T,TCE,USA Digital
Radio and VOA/JPL gathered their sys-
tems to be evaluated. Of these, five systems
produced IBOC signals (USADR, AT&T/
Amati), one produced an IBAC (in -band
adjacent -channel) signal (AT&T), one
provided an L -band Eureka -147 signal
c' CE) and one produced an S -band sat-
ellite signal (VOA/JPL).

In the end, all the IBOC systems present
then have in some way contributed to the
Ibiquity IBOC systems we are considering
today, through AT&T rolling into Lucent,
which then merged with USA Digital Radio
to become lbiquity.

Late in 1994, we reported that IBOC was likely the only
available choice for a digital transmission system in the
United States.The L -band spectrum was not available.The
S -band spectrum had already been allocated for S-DARS,
where Sirius and XM have been creating a strong pres-
ence in the past few years.These spectrum limitations are
still true today.No new spectrum has been allocated, nor
will it likely be.

The debate over IBOC is as strong as ever. Some openly
embrace it and are ready to take the plunge. A highly vocal
opposition cites the problems of adjacent -channel interfer-
ence, a hard to justify return on investment and the inherent
problems of any perceptually encoded digital audio. Still
others mention the more recent introductions of DRM and
Kahn's yet -to -be demonstrated Cam -D.

Has progress been made? The short answer is yes.
Ibiquity's IBOC system can successfully produce a trans-
mitted IBOC signal. There are some limitations that are
being refined, such as the occupied spectrum mask and the
capacity of the ancillary data, but the system is inherently
future flexible. IBOC is a data path. In time the receivers will
be flexible data receivers.
Today, IBOC has a strong foothold and it is moving

forward, whether you support or it or oppose it.
The FCC's inquiry for comments was a great opportunity

for broadcasters to establish their own futures.Those who
missed the opportunity to contribute must now live with
what is provided.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

Send comments to: E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 July 2004 www.beradio.com



GET IN ON THE ACTION
_ .

Delivering the sound of the finish line to listeners around
the world is as simple as pressing a button. The Corn-
rex Matrix, equipped with our optional GSM Module,
combines an integrated mobile phone and an advanced
Comrex codec to deliver broadcast quality 7kHz audio
over standard cellular connections (1 5kHz over POTS).

The results? Your listeners hear the sweat pouring off the
winner - the sound of a skin -of -the -teeth victory with detail
that's unprecedented.

Grab your audience by their ears and give them the full expe-
rience - not just a story.

Doing a remote? Put Comrex on the line.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e -moil: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA  Tel: 978-784-1336  Fax: 9911-784-1717



Mannino Technolouv

Update on the PPM
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

The PPM is a pager -sized
monitor that automatically
tracks listening.

he race to occupy space on the average
American's belt is heating up. Along with
the cell phone (or two), PDA, Blackberry
and multipurpose knife, the Portable Peo-
ple Meter (PPM) will become a familiar site
in the United States in the near future.
Developed by Arbitron in 1992, the PPM
has undergone trials in Europe and the
United States. It is expected to see wide-
spread deployment after 2006.

It is hoped that the PPM will level the
ratings playing field by having the unique
ability to take into account virtually all
forms of media, including those originating
from Intemetstreaming, digital satellite, cable

and background sourc-
es, as well as traditional

over -the -air radio and TV
broadcasting. The poten-

tial capabilities of this
technology could also

be expanded to gather
information about consum-
er preferences with respect
to where they shop, what
billboards they are reading
and even to what CDs or

DVDs a respondent might be
listening.
Another major advantage of the

PPM is that it doesn't require the
participant to write down any infor-

mation in a diary or do anything that
demands a person's time. The ability to
passively measure a respondent's media
use,no longer limited to over -the -air broad-
casting, both in and out of the home, might
paint an entirely different landscape of
media use in the coming years.

The Technology behind the PPM, called
Critical Band Encoding Technology or
CBET, was developed by Lockheed Martin
under contract to Arbitron. A CBET Encod-
&inserted into the program chain,cleverly
embeds specials codes in an audio stream.
These codes are psycho -acoustically
masked to make them undetectable to the
human ear, but can be decoded with a
pager -sized device that is fitted with a sen-
sitive microphone.

The components
The encoder unit must be inserted into the program

chain of the station. It can interface with analog and AES/
EBU digital audio streams, as well as television -specific
digital formats such as SDI and,soon,HDTV. Arbitron is also
in the process of developing multichannel encoders in-
tended for satellite or cable operations.

The deployment of the PPM into a typical household is
somewhat hardware -intensive and consists of three devic-
es: the PPM, the base station and the household hub.

The PPM is the pager -sized device that is intended to be
carried by respondents throughout the day. It is described
as measuring four cubic inches and weighing 2.6 ounces.
The PPM is built around a custom digital signal processor
that recognizes and decodes the assigned encoded signals
originating from the station or other source. Those decoded
codes, called event -codes, can be stored in the pager. The
PPM also contains a motion detector,which is used to verify
that a respondent is actually carrying the device with him
throughout the day.A green light on the PPM remains lit while
in motion as a reminderto the participant that he is fulfilling
his obligation to Arbitron. The PPM can store a day's worth
of data containing event and motion detector information.

The base station is reminiscent of early pager and cell
phone base -charger units and, similar to those chargers, the
base station provides a convenient means to charge the
PPM's internal battery. The major difference,though,is that
the base station has three other functions: to extract the
codes from the PPM; to display the participants "points"
accumulated as a result of the amount of time the PPM was
active; and to send the data to the Household Hub.

The Household Hub collects the data from one or more
base stations and subsequently delivers the data to Ar-
bitron through standard telephone lines. The data transfer
between the base station and the Household Hub takes
place through the existing house ac wiring.

Now it works
The fundamental concept is pretty simple; a station

encodes its audio with an inaudible (to humans) code
unique to the particular station. Participants are asked to
carry the pager -sized PPM throughout the day. The PPM
listens to what the participant is also hearing. If the source
to which the participant and device are listening happens
to be encoded with certain signals, the PPM records the
unique code. When the participant is ready for bed, he
drops the PPM into the base station where the codes can
then be downloaded to Arbitron to compile the data into
useable ratings information. As an incentive, participates
are compensated based on the amount of points, or the
amount of time, they carry the PPM.

The first test of the PPM occurred in Manchester,England

10 July 2004 www.beradio.com



A consumer's PPM system has three
elements: (left to right) The PPM base
station, the PPM and the household hub.

in 1998 using a total of 50 participants in
25 households fora three-month period
The test was principally used to ascer-
tain that all of the physical components
of the system performed properly. In

1999 the testing was expanded in
Manchester to include 300 participants in
140 households.
December 2001 marked the first U.S.

deployment of the PPM in the Wilmington,
DE, market, in which the test was expand-
ed to include radio,TV and cable outlets.
As many as 300 participants were includ-
ed in this phase of testing. The second
phase of this trial was expanded to the
Philadelphia market in March of 2002
with 1,500 additional participants and is
currently underway.

A final test of the PPM is planned for 2005/
2006. It will take place in the Houston
market and will be a final opportunity for
broadcasters to evaluate and make com-
ments on the system.

It's not hard to imagine applications for
the PPM that go beyond a tool for broad-
cast ratings. Future versions of the PPM
may include a GPS subsystem that will not
only be able to determine listening habits,
but can also record where the listener is
located, i.e traveling in a vehicle, what time.
which direction, how much time wasspent
in a car. Specific habits of participants at a
grocery or other retail store could be re-
corded based on what departments or
aisles that are frequented and how much
time was spent in the store. Arbitron has
also suggested applying the technology to
car dealerships to analyze potential buyer
interest in a particular vehicle.

In May of 2000, Neilsen signed an agree-
ment with Arbitron to access the tech-
nology for its TV ratings service. As part
of the agreement, Neilsen agreed to assist
with a portion of the costs for develop-
ment and deployment of the PPM. It is
not clear if Neilsen will ultimately em-

brace the PPM as its system of choice, or
if it will move forward with its own ver-
sion of a portable measurement device
that is currently being tested.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless,
Elkins Park, PA.

KNOW WE KNOW RADIO,

OPTIMOD-FM 8800
new from the worldwide leader in b-oadcast audio processing

ADVA

The OPTIMCO-FM 8300 uses
technology from Ortxin's flag-

ship 8400 to achieve competi-
tive performance that's unex-

pected in a mid -priced FM
processor. Quality sound Is
what the 8300 is all about
- sound that attracts
audiences by providing a
polished. outstcndingly pro-
fessional presentation regardless
of format or source material

With the 83C0. your signature
sound is rust a preset away.
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ws you
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sound, knowing that the
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will remain consistent, cut-
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like an Orban OPTIMOD sysme

WEST COAST CENTRAL MID -SOUTH SOUTH -ATLANTIC
Douc Tharp Be-nie O'Brien Bob Mayben Art White
Voice 866-673-9267 Col' 731-695-1714 Voice 877-391-2650 Voice/Fax 770-632-1295
Cell 818-398-7314 bernieob@earthlink. IIE Fax 256-543-0595 Cell 770-630-9942
dtharp@san.rrcom hobmayben@usa.com whitearthurebellsouth.net
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Vote 1-800-245-430' Jim Peck
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ms-frellOrnaryschnole corn

/oice 315-623-7655
:ell 315-430-7458

peck001@twcny.rr.com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE

PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800-438-6040

Fax 704-889-4540

Email sales@scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com
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FCC Update

The NAB attacks satellite localism
By Harry Martin

s sateltd1elivered radio services make
increased headway in the marketplace,
they are at pting to provide more locally

mming, presumably to at-
tract list ay from conventional ra-
dio stations. But the satellite services' ability
to do so has thus far been limited by past
promises made to the FCC that the service
would not be locally oriented.

In an effort to maintain this status quo,the
NAB has asked the FCC for a declaratory
ruling that would prohibit:

1. Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service
(SDARS) licensees such as XM Radio and
Sirius Satellite Radio from delivering differ-
ent programming content to specifically -
designated receiver locations.

2. SDARS licensees from broadcasting
nationally any local services, such as local
weather,sports,traffic and advertisements.

According to the NAB, SDARS licensees
are currently developing the technology to
vary content by receiver location. Such
technology could potentially allow XM or
Sirius to broadcast information to all of
their customers' receivers, and then play
locally -oriented material selected out of
that nationally distributed content based
on GPS devices embedded into each indi-
vidual radio receiver, or based on the sub-
scriber's unique customer number.

As of mid -May 2004, XM Radio began
broadcasting continuous local weather
and traffic reports over dedicated chan-
nels to 16 metropolitan markets (with
plans to expand to 21 later this year).
According to Sirius's website, it now offers
nine channels of weather and traffic cover-
ing 20 metropolitan areas.

In the early 1990s, when the FCC was
considering authorization of SDARS, its
proponents repeatedly told the FCC that
they had no intention of offering local
service to their customers. It seemed at the
time that there was no way for satellite
radio broadcasters to compete with exist-
ing local AM and FM stations, and the FCC
did not even consider the study the NAB
commissioned at the time, which purported
to show how harmful competition would

be to the existing local stations.
The NAB wants the FCC to stop XM and Sirius from doing

what they do now-nationwide distribution of major -
market traffic and weather to all subscribers-and pro-
hibit them from developing or implementing new tech-
nology to deliver such information in a more sophisticat-
ed way.

According to the NAB's petition,allowing SDARS licens-
ees to continue along their present path will cause"either
a loss of service [to AM and FM over -the -air listeners] or
a need to find greater efficiencies in operations through
increased consolidation" In other words,the local broad-
caster will either go out of business, or sell his or her
station to a consolidator.

Some of the responses to the NAB's petition suggest
considerable support for SDARS. Some criticized broad-
casters for what the commenters referred to as canned
programming, blathering and too many commercials.

While it is premature to write off the future of terrestrial
radio, the inroads that satellite services have made and
appear intent on making cannot be ignored. If broadcast-
ing is to survive the competitive attack from space, the
radio industry should be focusing on how to assure that
its programming remains more responsive to local needs
than a satellite competitor ever could be.

FCC fines NCE-FM
The FCC has imposed a $13,000 fine on a New Jersey

noncommercial FM for failing to operate from its licensed
location and for failing to maintain EAS equipment. FCC
agents inspected the Asbury Park station and found that
the transmitting antenna was at neither the height nor the
location specified in the station's license. In addition,
there was no EAS equipment to be found at the station.
The station pleaded with the FCC to reduce the fine
because it was a small noncommercial entity with limited
financial resources-it even submitted a bank statement
to support its pleas of poverty. The FCC showed no mercy,
finding the single bank statement unpersuasive of an
inability to pay.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Dateline:
Radio stations in Illinois and Ohio must file their

renewal apolications, ownership reports and EEO
program reports on or before Aug. 1, 2004.

III Also on Aig. 1, stations in Iowa and Missouri must
,begin their ore -filing renewal announcements.

12 July 2004 www.beradio.com



"State of the art technology
in digital consoles and routers
for radio and TV"

./ w1,
,d1

 Cost effective and flexible design.

 Multipoint intercommunication and easy multi -studio

management capabilities.

 Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.

 Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

with al basic broadcasting functions built-in.

 Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

MADI multi -channel links.

 Modu ar surface control with motorized faders; positions

stored on pages.

The same router used by the BC 2000D

console works as a stand-alone router,

with 2G48 inputs and outputs,

summilg and processing, with a

scalable and modular architecture.

For more information on the BC 2000D Digital Console visit our Web Page

AEQ also offers excellent communications and audio equipment

Stationary and portable ISDN audio codecs and telephone hybrids.

Advanced multi -channel talk show system.

Mul:iplexers, analogue mixing consoles, AD converters, monitors and digital

commentary system for large sport events.

AEQ
Phone: 866-817 9745

954-581 7999

Fax: 954-581 7733
e-mail:sales@aeqbroadcast.com
url: www.aeqbroadcast.com



TRENDS IN

sj0

By Chriss ,Scherer, editor

"The good thing about standards is that there are sQ many to choose from."
-Andrew S. Tanenbaum

Eonverting a signal from one system to apply it to another is the dally
routine of a radio facility technical manager, and creating the
bridge betweendiffetent systems can sometimes bea challenge.

The interface might be as simple as an adapter. In other cases, it may
be an active component that manipulates the signal to create something
cOmpletely.different. The devices used in your facility can range from very
large to barelyrioticeable, but each one.plays an important role. Without the
smaller utility interfaces, many stations would not Ike on the air. , .

The Trends in TechipilogyleatureusuallSr loc. usont learly defined systems and
components that can be grouped intc;Spesific categories. Howger, we decided that
it was Urge to highlight some of the less -obvious but no -less -important devices thlt serve
essential functions. Call them witigefs, gadgets, interfaces or problem -solvers, we vsembled
a list of 14 products that illustrate the utilitarian functions that sunplify Integrating syitems.II

. I I 4 : ....". ,

.  Resource Guides

A sarepleardvapable widgets..gadgets. interfaces and problem -solvers.
While the Resource Guide is far from aleffmtplete list, it should proyide.onough basCinformation to helium get started.

...

Switching four
stereo audio

tow,-***' sources and con-,
,, trolling four relay do-,

sures from an auto -answer telephone
line via DTMF commands is the purpose of the Conex

Electro-systems DT -90. The unit can connect the selected audio
source, the first channel audio source or a mic on the device to feed
the telephone line for monitoring. In addition to the four audio
sources, audio from the telephone line can be routed to the output.
The four relays provide SPDT contacts and can be set as momen-
tary or latching. Connections are made via plug-in terminal strips.
An access code can be set to prevent unauthorized switching.

www.conex-electro.com  000-545-1061

The SBS
Guardian 2
is a stereo

audio and composite signal -
fail control unit. It automatically selects a

main stereo audio input, alternate stereo audio input or a reserve
stereo audio input on signal failure. It will also select a single audio
channel if half a stereo pair is lost. Closures are available to activate
a backup audio source, such as a CD player. It can also accept
and switch between composite audio signals. Signals are filtered
to prevent false triggering from line noises. Level thresholds can
be set from the front panel. Available through Broadcasters
General Store.

www.sbsfm.com  352-622-7700

The RDL FP-UBC6 is part of
the company's Flat -Pak line
and provides six channels of
unbalanced -to -balanced
audio conversion. A gain

trim pot on each channel fine-tunes the audio levels to convert an
incoming signal ranging from -20dBV to -5dBV to provide a +4dBu
output. The unit operates from a 24Vdc power supply. Input
impedance is 10ki1, while the output impedance is 15011. One
possible application is to convert multiple unbalanced audio chan-
nels from computer sound cards to feed a console or routing system.
The unit can be attached with its mounting ears or mounted with the
optional rack -mount adapter.

www.rdlnet.com  B00-201-26133

. . .
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o .1   =imi Building on the        ,, capabilities of the
original Plan B

Silence Eliminator, the Danagger Audio Works Plan B Plus silence
sensor incorporates an additional level of audio failure detection and
backup. An extra set of passively switched analog and digital audio
inputs allows automatic connection to an alternate live program
feed, such as an STL, dial -up codec or off -air receiver. If both
incoming program feeds are down, an internal CD/MP3/DVD drive
provides continuous replacement audio while a built-in voice
remote control alerts station personnel. Delay range is four seconds
to 10 minutes, and users can program a unique system ID number
into each unit for multi -site installations.

www.danagger.com  250-762-0346
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NEW RADIO SYSTEMS CT -2002 MODELS

Now The Most
Flexible Featured

Clock/Timer System
Available Anywhere!

New in Every 2002 Model:
Up -Down Timer

SMPTE Time Code
Top -of -Hour Reset

Infrared Remote Control
Pre -Set Down Times

Master/Slave Operation
RJ-45 Quick Connectors

Sleek Black Styling

Models start at just $135.00

Available in Large 2" Display, Rack or Wall Mount,

lr
promoremirm,""

Desktop or Ultra Thin Models

12:0

rOSTEM3
1111

.1-
...91b

4"-avis.114,411..,

12:00:Dri

/2170:3C _

'Requires optional
remote control @ 525.00

601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, New Jersey 08085
(856)467-8000 voice  (856)467-3044 fax  www.radiosystems.com



The Circuitwerkes Prex manages and multiplies contact closures. It Iccepts a variety of input
signals and converts them to contact closure outputs. The microprcce.sor allows each relay to '

be individually programmed and triggered by any number of inputs, combined together using
basic logic functions. Relay operating modes include momentary, togglec leading or trading
edge, pulse stretching as long as 4.5 hours, input debounce and ma<inum ontime. The Prex can be programmed usii: jumpers or throJgh
a ccmputer serial port. The Prex configuration manager provides ilstlnt, graphical access to all of the setup comm lads.

www.cIrcultwerkes.corn  352-335-6555

iMEMP

The Aphex 228 converts eight channels c f unbalanced -10d13J
audio to ba anted +4dBm audio. This allows multiple- audio

channels to be converted without the need for multiple discrete n erace:. The front -panel extended -range VU mete provides calipratioi
and monitoring of each channel individually. Eight two-color signal Presence/clip indicators sow signal presence and overload con Jitbns.
Frort-panel gain trims for all eight channels are provided. The front -panel ndicator lights can be dimmed if desired. A I connectors are. gold-
plated. A test CD with commonly used reference levels is included b se< levels for specific equipment.

www.aphex.com  918-767-2929

The Titus Technological Laboratories Web -Rem controls and monitors the functions of Titu; products or
any other device via a local LAN or Internet connection. Several modes are available that provide relays
or c pen -collector outputs for control or TTL signals, and analog outputs for monitoring a re -note device.
Monitoring and control is via a Web page generated by the unit's own iiternal Web server. Connections
to the remote device are via a db-style connector o- plug-in terminal bbck. Each unit is powered by a 5Vdc
supply, with less than 1A consumptior. Metering shows link statu!, syste-1 activity, I/O satus and power.

www.tituslabs.com  860-533-5472

o

for less than

$3000

--2,ow.Pstimaleitall111111111111111111111.

DSPX Digital Audio Process
(D 18 x 24 -bit DSP's providing 1 GIGA4v11P1 of power

CD Comprehensive BLUE audio rne Ewing a -d screen

CD Digital and analog 10

CD Wide and multi -band AGC's wit 1 it telligent gating

Multi -band programme depencent limting

G Look ahead :imiter and distortion cancelled clipping

o DSP stereo encoder with composite clipping control

o Back -panel and rackroom (fron- pa nel)serial control

CD LAN / Net webserver for remote cc ntrcA

O Full range of user presets with I ve-A/B ;witching

1:71. Software upgradeable

www.broadcastwarehouse.com

11110SP/AYN
INC WORLD'S LARGEST

EiECTRON/C MEDIA !ENVY
.0 .117-22. 2(104 las NOG.. -

Version 1.0
now available

1-888-8661672
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Conversion between AES3 standards
There are two versions of the AES3 digital audio standard. One is a

balanced signal passed over a twisted -pair wire with a characteristic
impedance of 11011. Its complete name is AES3-1992. The other is
an urbalanced signal passed over coaxial cable with a characteristic impedance of 75S1. This is called AES3-1D-1995. Both formats
are commonly referenced without the last four digits, which indicate the year the standard was adopted.

Apart from the voltage level and ground reference, the formats are identical. A passive circuit can be used to convert signals from
one format to the other. An example of this is available at beradio.com int he Engineer's Notebook. The example circuits account for
the dfference in impedance. The balanced -to -unbalanced converter also reduces the voltage level by 14dB

Because these are passive circuits, the unbalanced -to -balanced converter cannot increase the voltage level. This circuit is better
suited to applications where a long signal path is needed and an amplifier can be placed at the receiving end.

The Sine Systems MBC-1 replaces the
basic signaling lights with a custom-
ized message on a Beta-Brite or other
Adaptive Micro Systems LED mes-
sage boards. Each MBC-1 can control
several displays. The MBC-1 moni-
tors as many as 15 control room de-
vices and can display a unique mes-
sage fcr each one. Any message that

laik.:- -

can be displayed on the message sign
can be triggered by the MBC-1. Sever-
al messages are preprogrammed and
can be changed. Inputs are individual-
ly programmed for a momentary or
latched display. Latched messages an.
cleared with a common reset input.

www.slnesgstems.corn
615-226-3500

The Henry Engineering Matchbox HD
is a bi-directional balanced -to -unbal-
anced interface. It offers a 100dB S/N
ratio, with 22dB of headroom to yield
122dB of dynamic range. The four di-
rect -coupled, independent amplifiers
convert stereo inputs and outputs from
unbalanced -10dBy levels to +4dBm
balanced 60052 lines. All four outputs
can 13s adjusted to accommodate a

range of operating lev-
els. The Matchbox HD also features
a high gain mode to properly match
the low-level unbalanced outputs of
computer sound cards. The unit fea-
tures an internal ac power supply. It
is 1/3 rack width and can be mounted
using a rack shelf, or wall mounted
with wall/cabinet mounting brackets.

626-355-3656
www.henryeng.com

=ind thii and other handy tricks
online ii the Engineer's Notebook
itberadio.com. (lick on Resources.

off..2(1.267Tilrgy
Turning Great Ideas Into
Exceptional Innovations

DRS BROADCAST TECHNOI OGY

TECHNOL OGlES
800. 7.115011 www.ccnteleccom
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JK Audio manufactures a wide range of telephone audio interfaces, and the That -2 might be considered the
premium unit of the passive adapters available. Designed to provide audio in and out of a standard
telephone set, the unit connects between the telephone and handset. Audio can be taken from and fed
into the phone simultaneously. Audio connections are made via RCA or XLR connectors and can be
adjusted with separate level controls. A selector switch configures the handset jack for use wit) different
types of phone systems. A handset switch disconnects the handset mic when feeding audio.

wwwjkaudlo.com  800-552-B346
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NOW. 1.0 AT
the All Matchmaker 111400 is a bi-directional MLA to ALK aLtho converter. I ne unnaiancea connections are
made via -10dBu, 10k,12 RCA connectors and +4dBm, 600i2, XLRs. All connectors are rear -mounted. The front -
panel controls allow output level matching as needed. Compi nions to this unit include the BU400, which has
four balanced XLR inputs to four unbalanced RCA outputs, and the UB400, which features four unbalanced RCA
inputs to four balanced XLR outputs. All RCA connectors are gold-plated.

www.atlaudlo.com
1300-922-B001

Broadcast Tools, a prolific manufacturer of utility devices, offers the AVR-8, a voice remote control
system that reports changes detected on any of its eight digital inputs to a remote telephone or paver.
After delivering a greeting, the AVR-8 then speaks a unique message for each input. Messages come
factory programmed but can be rerecorded with customized messages. After reporting, the AV 2-
8 can be given commands via the telephone keypad to report on the input state of any of the eigFt digital inputs or controlling one of the four relays.
Voice confirmation is provided after a command is executed. Each input stores as many as eight, 16 -digit numbers and one 32 -digit phone number.

www.broadcasttools.com  350-1354-9559

Success Starts with invest6ator V2.5
The software that works as hard as you do

te23-1-LpfcrV2.5 is our most flexible program yet.
Display Audemat-Aztec Navigator 100 & Navigator 007 field surveys.
Export propagation jobs for display in other maping programs.
Import contour information from other programs for your use. A..

One set of TOPO! Maps is Included with the program. -7:

Display and Printing Improvements
Set colors and line weights for easier to read maps
Invert colors easily for faxing
Create your own map labels
Variable job scan range
Display ESRI Shape Files

With this advanced module you can create path -
loss files for propagation analysis in isilnvestigator.

"DA Design Tool" Improvements
Completely redesigned to work faster
Set your own antenna design limits
New booster designer

DIHNALDNI is a "behind -the -scenes" utility
program that downloads data from the FCC
website and creates databases for our various
products. Never buy another database!

EAudemai-Aziec Newi Visit www.rfsoftware.com today!
Call 352-336-7223 for informatior. rfSoftwa re, Inc.

''Software is an Audemat-Aztec dealer. On -site Training Available innovative engineering tools
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The Radio Systems B.O.B. (break-out
bo)Q for Audio Science sound cards
provides a simpler way to make audio
connections in and out of the computer
system. It is designed for use with the
ASI4300 and ASI6000 sound cards.
The rack mount units are available in
XLR and 121-45 Studio Hub versions and

allow access to all analog and digital
audio I/O, as well as clocking and sync
signals. One multi -pin connector con-
nects the unit to the audio card. Mul-
tiple B.O.B.s can be ganged when
access to all eight stereo analog input
and output channels is needed. Con-
nections to the audio adapter are via a
50 -pin, high density SCSI -type con-
nector for analog connections and a
26 -pin, high -density connector for dig-
ital (AES/EBU) connections.

www.radlosgstems.com
855-467-8000

www.audlosclence.com
302-324-5333

Whilethis
is not really
an interface,
it is a handy

gadget that
caught out
eye. The
Middle
Atlantic

Products Rack Ruler
tape measure is unique
in that it is marked in
inches and in rack units.
The Mylar-coated,
retracting steel tape
extends to 96" and is
housed in an ABS case
with a thumb lock and
belt clip. The back of the
tape includes audio

;tt tables, charts and
pinouts, or data tables,

charts and contact wiring depending
on the model.

ww.v.mIddleatlantic.corn
973-839-1011

Di) you have a favorite
gadget or interface that

you use regularly?

Tell us about it:
radio@primediabusiness.corn

www.beradio.com

The Presonus Central Station is a studio -monitoring interface that features three sets of stereo
analog inputs on two sets of TRS-balanced inputs and an unbalanced RCA input with level trim
control. It pro-
vides two digital
inputs via S/PDIF
or TOSLINK with
D/A conversion up to 24-bit/192kHz rates. It features three sets of monitor outputs, each with its
own set of passive trim controls. The monitoring section also provides mute, dim and mono switches,
and a set of cue outputs that can feed headphone amplifiers and a separate stereo main line level
output. The audio switching paths are completely passive and use sealed relays. An optional remote
control is available.

-4.0 a-- -0-0 
1111 41*r -te tot

1101011AL

it fittitetepr

www.presonus.com 000-750-0323

The Broadcast Industry's FIRS
6 -channel UNcom  ressed Di  ital S

FORWARD

REFLECTED
VSWR

MODEL460 DIGITAL STL TRANSMITTER

dorm. sn. sic:nv.et

Advanced Technology, Only From TFT

 6 UNcompressed Program Channels, maximum

 PC Configurable from Front Panel for Frequency, I/O, Alarms, LCD

 Supports 48, 44.1, as well as 32 ks/s Sample Rates

 256 QAM, 64 QAM, 16 QAM Modulation

 AES/EBU or Analog I/O - Built -In Sample Rate Converters

 Major/Minor Alarms on both Transmitter and Receiver

 3.125 kHz Step Size

INMINNWI I
INC

Phone: (+1)408-943-9323
FAX: (+1)408-432-9218

www.TFTlnc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com
1953 Concourse Drive. San Jose, CA 95131
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adio One in Dallas recently built a new facility to consol-
date its two stations in the Dallas -Fort Worth area. A local
hopping mall was selected to house the stations. The

general manager,George Laughl i n,determined that the visitors to the
Valley View Mall in North Dallas are a direct reflection of the target
demo for the Radio One stations, which made moving to the mall a
natural fit. The goal for the studio facility was to create a presence in
the mall that would allow the listeners to interact with their favorite
radio stations and allow us to promote our stations at the same time.

No easy task
There were several

problems to overcome
in building a radio sta-
tion in a mall.The loca-
tion that we selected
had been a two -screen
movie theater many
years before. It had
been vacant for more
than 20 years.The mall
had tried to lease that space many times, but the construction costs
kept them from ever getting it leased. The biggest problem with the
space was that the floor had a six-foot slope from front to back for
each theater. The cost to level the floor kept the average mall tenant
from being interested in the space.

The theater actually had more space than we needed to complete
the build. Because the space was not dividable and had not been
rented in years, the mall management was motivated to give us a rate
on the space that would close the deal. The general manager
decided that the extra space should be made into a half -court
basketball gymnasium.While this sounds like a strange thing to put
into a radio station, it has been great. We have used the gym for
several mini concerts, and many various promotions. Some of the
promotions have been Super Bowl watching parties, client events
and one event had a local company that operates haunted houses
actually build a haunted house inside the gym.We have had Steve
Harvey broadcast his morning show live from the gym with 200
listeners and a catered breakfast buffet. It has been great to have a
multipurpose area attached to the station.

Despite the luxury of the generous space, we still had other
problems that needed to be addressed.This mall is a relatively short
building with tall office buildings on all sides of it.Those buildings
created a wall preventing us from making an STL microwave shot
to either transmitter site.We initially tried to negotiate with the mall
to allow us to put a small tower on the roof of the mall. When we
actually conducted the path studies we discovered that the re-
quired elevation was not possible at this location. We decided to
installT1 circuits to each transmitter site to be used as the main STL
circuit. The microwave STL system had to use a repeater before
arriving at the transmitter sites. We installed the STL repeater on the
rooftop of one of the tall buildings near the mall.

As we began construction, we had to level the floor.To do this, a
portion of the exterior wall was removed and a small Bobcat loader
spent two weeks hauling sand into the space and leveling it. Once
the sand was in place, rebar was installed and then concrete was
poured.When that was completed we were ready to begin building
walls in the station.

We decided to go for the warehouse look and take advantage of
the 20 -foot -high ceilings with exposed ceiling iron.The architectural
firm of Meriman and Associates in Dallas was hired to design the
facility because it had previous experience with projects with a
similar theme. They helped us use as much of the existing

infrastructure as possible to reduce construction cost. Meriman
and Associates has since been involved with designing Radio
One facilities in Houston, Cincinnati, Boston and Baltimore.

Radio One (ra-Cle=o-wur-) IL 1. Located
in a shopping mall 2. Used to be a movie
theater 3. Designed to resemble a
warehouse 4. Houses a basketball gym
5. A top notch radio facility

Rooms with a view
The studios were placed in the area that formerly housed the

movie projectors.This gives the studios the ability to have expo-
sure to the mall so that mall visitors can see eitherstation in action.
We had to install an elevated catwalk outside the studios. This
allows access to the studio core without taking away any of the

precious floor space
that once housed the
projectors.The advan-
tage to this is also this
gives a great feel of
openness to the station.
When walking on the
catwalk, you can see
the entire radio station
at one time.

The engineering
technical operations center (TOC) was placed on the ground
floor.We installed a cable tray that ran from theTOC straight up and
above the catwalk. It runs the entire length of the building and goes
past every studio. We left it open and exposed with the plan that
it would become part of the warehouse look of the facility. Because
the cable tray was being used to project a look,a visitor's eyes are
automatically drawn to it.This made it important that every cable
be neatly placed in the tray. We later noticed that even cable ties
that were not installed in the same manner began to stand out.

INNKEEPER

==011PUILHybrId
Hand et Etr cast     

Pore.

Sem, 2

-.00110111110-

K Audio I

irsilKEEpERI
INNKEEPER PBX easily converts your multi -line PBX
type telephone system into a professional, affordable
tolk show console. Simply connect between your telephone
handset and the phone base. So simple, anyone can do it.

Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award.

JK Audio
REMOTE AUDIO 8 BROADCAST GEAR

Toll Free (USA 8 Canada): 800-552-8316

Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-186.8502

wvivijkaudio.com  info@jkaudio.com
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a radio station

Because the TOC was located just below the catwalk, the cable
trays above the racks became another focal point.We immediately
became aware of the aesthetics involved with the cable placement
and had to adopt several rules for the cable trays.This ensured an
orderly look for the finished product.

We built six studios to handle on air and
production needs for both stations. The
audio for the facility was based around
the Logitek Audio Engine routers with the
Logitek Num ix 18 consoles used on the air.

Each Audio Engine can support as many
as three audio consoles or audio routers
control panels. We installed five Audio
Engines for our six studios and TOC rout-
ing needs.

All the audio engines are networked
to each other through fiber optic cable.
The audio engines can be located ei-
ther in the studio next to the console, or
all in the same location,such as theTOC.
We chose to install all of the audio
engines in the TOC. This allowed us to
minimize the amount of wiring in the
studios, which became important when
the timetable on the studio construc-
tion became short. All of the audio gen-
erated inside the studio (microphones,
CD players) was run to the TOC. We
installed Gepco digital audio wire to run
between the studios and the TOC. We
use it for both digital and analog audio.

Right on time
Due to delays in getting the lease

signed, and some construction de-
lays, the time frame for construction

The wiring trough serves a functional and decorative
purpose in the facility design.

was more than two months behind. We had a firm deadline on
when we had to have both stations moved. The original time
frame for the studio and TOC construction was to be 10 weeks.
When we were able to start pulling audio cable, we had less than
four weeks to have both stations on the air from the new facility.
This created a lot of pressure on the engineering staff, but with

the Logitek audio consoles, we
were able to pull it off on sched-
ule.

The main reason for our ability
to meet the deadline was due to
the new audio consoles and rout-
ers. The topology of the system
significantly reduces the infra-
structure requirements of the fa-
cility.We no longer needed racks
full of distribution amps and all of
the wiring associated with run-
ning all of that audio in and out of
each studio. All the audio inputs
and outputs are connected to the
Audio Engine. Once that has been
done, the audio can be directed to
any location in the facility by pro-
gramming the Audio Engines.

The Audio Engines are pro-
grammed through a computer that
has RS -232 access to each audio
engine. Logitek supplies a pro-
gram called Supervisor that runs
on that PC. The Supervisor pro-
gram allows the engineering de-
partment to instantly see the sta-
tus of all studios and audio cross
points.From that program,we can
control any parameter in the stu-
dio. That has been helpful to us,
because the studios are located

FM1380 tbg:P.4 encoder
Fhe standard !

- The encoder that never stops evolving...
Song titles and artist information
can be automatically wrapped
around with text

Text can be centered, customized
and configured through a new
HTML web page

An internal scheduler can display
messages at user specified
times of day

Call now to get
your free firmware version 47-

P upgrade your FMB80 via FTI:i!

www.audemat-aztec.com North Miami Beach,FL USA
tel. +1 (305) 692 7555 fax +1 (305) 682 2233 - ussales@audemat-aztec.com &:Audemat-Aztec

Broadcastinglnnovation
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on a different floor than the engineering TOC.
For audio storage and playback, we use the Computer Concepts

Maestro system.We have six workstations and a central audio server.
All of the workstations and the server were installed in a rack in the
TOC.The computer screens and keyboards were extended using
KVM extenders.We also ran the KVM signals into a KVM switch.This
is connected to a monitor and keyboard in the TOC.This gives us
the ability to monitor all actions on the Maestro system and also take
control of the computer screen.

Shortly after moving into our new facility,we began running a new
syndicated morning show, The Steve Harvey Morning Show. The
show was currently running on Radio One's KKBT in Los Angeles
and was to also air on KBFB in Dallas. This was the first step to
syndicating the show nationally. Steve Harvey is well known for his
starring roles in various movies, his own sitcom, many standup
comedy appearances and he currently has a variety show on the
WB network. The show is based in LA,but Steve spends a lot of time
in the DFW area. Harvey wanted to be able to broadcast from Dallas
anytime with little notice.

The first step to achieving this goal was to install a dedicated T1
from LA to Dallas. When Harvey would broadcast from Dallas we
would relocate the KBFB broadcast to another studio and give the
KBFB control room to him. This allowed Harvey to comfortably
have guests in to interview and also allowed us to showcase his
showThe KBFB studio has a glass wall from floor to ceiling that is
open to the mall. Listeners can walk by in the mall and see Steve
Harvey in action. That has been a tremendous help in achieving
a local feel for the show.

Each studio has a conventional layout, but the integration of
routing and control adds to the flexibility.

The only problem with this design was that when Harvey first
came to town, many technical aspects of the facility had to be
changed. There were many audio routing changes that had to
take place. I personally came in to manage this for the first
couple of months. I needed to get back to a normal sleep
schedule,so I now use a program called Command Builder.This
program comes with the Logitek audio engines. It allowssimple
command scripts to be written and execute automatically
based on parameters that I define, allowing me to completely
automate the changes. Once the script was written and imple-
mented it has run without any problems. The operators have
no idea that there are any changes happening in the back-
ground. They just know that it is always there and working, no
matter what they are doing.

the most POPULAR furniture lines ever...

new for 2003
... all plastic surface & trim design
... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio fumiture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide
variety of colors, this furniture will complement any size market
application. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can be imagined.

-s

only $2,995
call 970-461-0730 ext 329

stems.com 970 -0730

www.beradio.com
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a radio station
Comfortable digs

We have been in the new space for about two years now. I have
become so used to the capabilities that we have built into this
facility that I could not imagine going back to the old days. One

morning I received a call
from our Houston sta-
tion, who was hosting
Steve Harvey in the stu-
dio.The Los Angeles sta-
tion was having a prob-
lem with its ISDN line,
and audio needed to be
routed through the Dal-
las facilityl walked to my
computer, changed the
routing points and dialed
the ISDN from the house.
Just a few years ago, this
is something that I could
have never imagined
being able to do.

While the generous
floor space and unique
location of our studios
make this facility a show-
case, the flexibility and
convenience that is
available to us now
through the various au-
dio sources, the ease of
routing and controlling
these sources, and the
ability to monitor and
make changes remotely
have made the job of the

Because the cable is visible, extra
attention was made to ensure that it
looked good.

engineering department much simpler. I
Stevenson is chief engineer of Radio One Dallas.

Equipment list
360 Systems Instant Replay
Adobe Audition
Audio Labs Voxpro
Audio-Technica AT4050
Broadcast Tools 8.1 switcher
Broadcast Tools SS8.2 switcher
Computer Concepts Maestro
Comrex Hotline POTS codec
Comrex Matrix POTS codec
Denon DN 790 cassette deck
Denon DN951FA CD player
Denon TU 1500 receiver
Digidesign ProTools
Dorrough 12008 stereo test set
Electro-Voice RE27
ESE 103 Master clock system
ESE LX 5112 clock
Eventide BD500 delay
Genelec 1029 speakers
Genelec 7050A subwoofer
Harris Intraplex T1 interface
HHB CDR -850 CD recorder
JBL EON 12 speakers
Logitek Audio Engine

Logitek Numix 18 consoles
Logitek Roc 10 consoles

Logitek Roc 5 console
Mediatouch !media Logger

Moseley SL9003 STL
Orban 8200

Panasonic SV3900 DAT recorder
Pioneer CDJ-1000MK2 CD
Rane HC6 headphone amp

Rane TTM 56 DJ mixer
Sony MDS-E12 Minidisc player
Sony PCM-R500 DAT recorder
Statmon remote control system

Symetrix 528E mic processor
Tascam 122 MKIII cassette deck

Tascam DA -20 MKII DAT
Tascam PA -150 amp

Technics SL1200 MK5 turntables
Telos 1X6 phone system
Telos 2X6 phone system

Telos X -Stream ISDN codec
Telos Zephyr codec

TFT EAS 911
TFT EAS 930 EAS receiver

Facility
Logitek Electronic Systems Numix

Scalable and flexible,
the Numix Digital Con-
sole from Logitek offers
all the functionality you
need for production
and on-airapplications.
Its sleek, low profile de-
sign is available with 6,
12, 18 or 24 faders, along

with talkbacks, inter-
com functions and enough mix -minus buses to meet most
radio facilities' requirements. Numix consoles have large, full
color displays that give you detailed information at a glance;
selection of input sources, bus assignments and monitoring
is easily accomplished. Along with the attractive and practi-
cal user interface provided by the Numix, you get the benefits
of the Logitek Audio Engine, a full -featured digital router that
becomes the backbone of your facility's audio. With ad-
vanced networking, scripting and control functions, Logitek
is your logical choice for console router systems.
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www.logitekaudio.com
800-231-5870

Harris Intraplex STL ND
The Harris STL HD studio -to -transmitter link (STL) is a fully

integrated digital STL designed to transport 20kHz stereo
linear uncompressed audio via 48, 44.1 or 32kHz sample

rates to sup-
port digital
audio broad-
casting. The
STL HD pro-
vides a clear

migration path to an all -
digital air chain and is ideal for diverse broadcast audio
applications from a single STL to a multi -location wide area
program audio distribution network. Multiple locations can
share talent and administrative resources with STL HD
deployed as a wide -area audio and data transport network
over all types of T1 circuits-private, public leased (Telco)
circuit, microwave and spread spectrum radio or T1 subcar-
rier over video microwave.

www.broadcast.harris.com
800-622-0022
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Dorrough Model 1 200.tlf

The Dorrough Stereo Test Set Model 1200 is a 2RU instru-
ment that allows instant, dynamic monitoring of audio levels,
balance, cross -talk, system gain, signal-to-noise ratios and
program center -channel buildup. Verifying proper polarity
and balance of stereo broadcast lines is a primary applica-
tion. Two Relative Loudness to Peak Modulation Meters are
provided. Function, Range and Attenuation controls are set
in tandem with the meters to achieve all measurements. Left
and right channels are input via loop -through XLR connec-
tors or a parallel barrierstrip.The back panel alsosports a line -
level 1/4" stereo output forconnection to a scope, etc. A f ront-
mounted, amplified, stereo headphone jack is also provided
for monitoring. The Dorrough Test set provides consistency
and quality assurance to program material.

www_dorrough.com
1118-998-2824

Comrex Matrix
The Comrex Matrix offers the ultimate in flexibility for

remote broadcasts. Whether on regular telephone (POTS)
service, ISDN
lines, or GSM
wireless net-
works, the Ma-

trix can send
high -quality
remote audio
to the studio

from virtually anywhere. As a 15kHz POTS codec, the Matrix
can connect with all Comrex POTS codecs, and with the
optional ISDN module, the Matrix is compatible with most
ISDN standards. When the remote site has no phone line,the
optional GSM module allows the Matrix to transmit 7kHz
audio with an internal GSM wireless phone. Along with the
full line of Comrex codecs and telephone hybrids, the Matrix
will help your station broadcast great -sounding audio from
anywhere.

www.comrex_com
800-.2371776

ADVERTISEMENT

Electro-voice RE27N/D
This professional -quality dynamic cardioid

microphone is designed forbroadcast announc-
ing and voice-over applications. The RE27N/D
utilizes a revolutionary neodymium -alloy mag-
net and a reir forced diaphragm dome, a combi-

nation offerir g increased sensitivity (up to 6dB
more output), undistorted output at high sound
pressure leve s and an extended high -frequency
response. The exceptional sensitivity, excellent
transient response and inherently low noise of
the dynamic transducer combine to ensure a
superior signal-to-noise ratio, easily comparable
to the finest condenser cardioid microphones. A

highly effective hum -bucking coil is used to atten-
uate hum frorr lighting and other sources. The
RE27N/D's continuously Variable -D design reduces

proximity effect to mai Vain a uniform low -frequency re-
sponse. Two bass roll -off switches offer a sharp low -frequen-
cy cut at 200Hz or a gent e roll -off. A third switch is available
to reduce the high -frequency treble boost.

www.electrovoice.com
800-392-3497

Computer Concepts Maestro
when it comes to tobust and reliable digital studio

systems, Computer
Concepts' Maestro is
one of the best. It's

the choice of many
major market broad-
casters, including Ra-
dio One in Dallas, Los
Angeles, Houston,
Detroit and many
more.

Maestro complies wit. all Microsoft standards. It works the
way other Windows p-ograms work, so your staff already
kn DWS a lot about using it. Maestro plays any recording from
any Windows PC, including WAVE and MP3.

Computer Concepts pioneered satellite formats, with au-
tomatic fills and fail safes other systems still don't have.
Maestro's Voice Tracker is easiest to use and sounds great.
As part of Scott Studics family Computer Concepts has an
exceptional reputation for superb 24/7 tech support.

comouterconceotscoro_com
888 -GET -scorn
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he excitement of HD Radio is rapidly building

I!

By Steve

1111lukel IA new nroacii-
Tmomentum. Some of this has been fueled by the

I
promise of new features, such as the additional

audio channels of Tomorrow Radio, 5.1 surround
sound and the fact that radios have finally become
available forsale in the retail stores. Even still, radio
stations are hesitating to convert to 1BOC opera-
tions because of the cost to install and operate the
HD Radio transmission equipment. These issues

I

center on inefficiencies in the current combining
scheme. This inefficiency is responsible for an
increase in operating costs, the need for more
physical space in the transmitter building, possi-
bly being forced to replace existing transmitters

10111111111111111gg

and increased HVAC needs.
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The WPYO split-level combining prototype using a Harris HT -5 and
a Z-16HD transmitter. Above the center
rack is the 3dB hybrid used for the combining
of the outputs of the two transmitters.

These are major hurdles for some station
owners to jump and it's causing them to sit
back and wait for a better way. The recent
introduction of the dual -antenna method has
caught people's attention, and is an efficient
method for stations that already have a li-
censed auxiliary antenna to get on the air fast.
Stations without this luxury are faced with the
high cost of purchasing, installing and licens-
ing a new antenna and transmission line, plus
they may be faced with the cost of tower
loading studies and additional monthly tow-
er rental costs. These costs could easily
exceed the savings realized from the im-
proved efficiency. The dual -antenna method
also produces variances in the digital and
analog signal propagation, requires an STA
from the FCC and cannot be used for direc-
tional FM stations.

Offered solutions
The new split-level combining method

addresses all of these issues and can finally
make HD Radio affordable. Invented and
developed by Steve Fluker, director of engi-
neering for Cox Radio in Orlando,and George
Cabrara, Harris RF design engineer, this
patent -pending technology is now avail-
able for delivery.

To see how split-level combining works, first
examine the high-level combining system
shown in Figure 1. Until recently, this has been
the more popular method of transmitting the
IBOC signal. In this example we have a radio
station operating with a transmitter power
output (TPO) of 14,000W. To convert this
station to IBOC, a new digital carrier with a
power of 140W must be added. While this
sounds easy, there are challenges around ev-
ery corner. Thaditional tube type transmitter
amplifiers operate in a Class C mode and are not
able to cany both signals simultaneously due
to linearity issues. A second transmitter is

 M/ WOMEN.,  

needed to transmit this digital signal, which must be
a solid-state transmitter,set up to operate in a linear
Class AB mode. The outputs of the two transmitters
are then combined through a 10dB hybrid to pro-
duce the final mixed signal to the antenna.

This method is inefficient because the outputs of
the two transmitters are so different in level and
difficult to combi ne. Because of this mismatch of the
signals, 10 percent of the analog and 90 percent of
the digital output signals never make it to the
antenna and are instead routed to and absorbed by

Big Pipe:
This is not your father's STL.

Big Pioe is not just another studio -transmitter link. With
scalable, bidirectional capabilities up to a whopping
45 Mb/s, you can interchange analog and digital audio,
HD Radio data, Ethernet, serial data, video, and telephony
via a wireless or wireline path. Scalable, flexible, and

reliable, Big Pipe works just as well for studio facility interconnects and
many other media transports needs. Because it comes from BE, you know
that Big Pipe is designed for the realities radio, including tight budgets
and rock solid performance. Contact BE for details.

I=E
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. P.O. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606

U.SA.Teiephone: (2 1 7) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics, the BE logo and AudioVAULT are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
HD Radio n a registered trademark of ,Biquity Digital Corporation
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a reject load. Because of this loss, the digital transmitter output must
be increased to 1,400W, just to get 140W of the power to the antenna.
Something else to notice in this method is the need to increase the
power of the analog transmitteras well. In this example, the power level
must be increased from 14,000W
to 15,500W just to maintain the
licensed power. If the analog trans-
mitter has sufficient headroom,
this can be done, but in many
cases, the existing transmitter is
already pushed to the limit, which
may force a perfectly good trans-
mitter to be replaced. As you can
see, the wasted power of these
two transmitters adds up to
2,810W, which is converted to
heat. This additional heat places
a new burden on the HVAC sys-
tem in the building.

Locating the reject load outside
is a good idea to help reduce the
heating problems, but this will
incur even more costs for the
parts and labor. Because the load
can run extremely hot, it's also
advisable to protect it from peo-
ple accidentally touching it, and

RF Reject
Load

1,550 watts
1,260 watts
2,810 watts

TP0=15,550 watts

Analog
Transmitter

14,000 watts
140 watts

To Antenna

IBOC=1400 watts

IBOC
Transmitter

Figure 1: A typical high-level combining system.

Turn a standard PocketPC Into a fully featured,
truly Portable Digital Audio Workstation

PocketREC'"
...dedicated to the professional news Journalist

Record and cut your interviews write storyboards
attach images and metadata then transfer it to
your station with the touch of your finger with the
same lightweight PocketPC you can also use to
manage your schedules contacts prepare and send email
and browse the Internet, simply use our cable set to
connect your professional microphone and headset
to record up to 48kHz 16bit mono broadcast duality audio
keeping the expansion slots free for additional storage and/or
a digital camera

http://www.PocketREC.com
Call us today at +1-703-281-1073
or e-mail to info@PocketREC corn 0/..<1_RRIS

Need to record Pro -Audio with your PocketREC?
Then Mlc2496 - the first hi-res handheld. battery powered mic pre -amp. A/D
converter - and PDAudio_CFTM S/PDIF interface card from Core Sound are your
answers PDAudio-CFrm enables PocketREC'"" tc record up to 96 kHz in both single -
channel and dual -channel modes with either 8. 16 or 24 bit So whether your needs
are recording high quality music or you simply require the ultimate in professional
stereo audio - Mic2496 and PDAudio-CF'"" coupled with your PocketREC'"" software
are a great combination for a truly handheld pro -audio solution

Core Sound, 574 Wyndham Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666 PocketREC Inc., 2638 Five Oaks Road, Vienna, VA 22181
http://wAwcore-sound.corn, tel: +1-201-801-0812, fax: +1-201-801-0912 http //www PocketREC corn. tel +1-703-281-1073, fax +1-703-281-1074
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to keep animals away from it. Weather protection would also
be advisable.

Figure 2 shows how the split-level combining system resolves
these issues. Notice the addition of an analog component injected
from the digital transmitter. In this example,the IBOC transmitter
provides 7,000W, or 50 percent, of the total analog power. This
eliminates the need to increase the output of the old analog
transmitter, and in fact, the power is reduced, which will increase
tube life and further lowers operating costs. Also notice that
analog outputs of both transmitters are now equally matched,
allowing the signals to be combined with no losses. As for the
digital signal, because the transmitter must
be linear, the output of the digital exciter
must be fed into the digital transmitter only.
This creates a mismatch at the outputs caus-
ing 50 percent of the digital carrier to be lost,
but in this example you can see that we've
reduced the power to the reject load from
2,810W down to only 140W. This power loss
can easily be absorbed into a reject load
with virtually no heating inside the building.

At first glance it would appear that the
power savings would be equal to the 2,670W,
however,keep in mind that the digital trans-
mitter is operating in class AB mode, which
is not as efficient as a standard Class C
transmitter. Even taking this into account,
the station will still be looking at an expense
savings in the area of $300 per month, de-
pending on the cost of electricity in the area.
Keep in mind that this amount of savings is
compared to the operating cost of the equiv-
alent high-level combined method. The
overall power bill will still increase when the
IBOC signal is added, just not by as much.
Split-level combining can be used for virtu-
ally any TPO level and can yield a cost
savings between 5 and 25 percent over the
high- level combining method.

Space saver
Another concern with implementing HD

Radio is a lack of physical space in the
transmitter room. Everyone has seen the
typical transmitter where the back of the
transmitter is accessible only by squeezing
between the wall and equipment rack. It's no
secret that many transmitter buildings were
built to fit a main and back-up transmitter
only, with no room to spare. Both the high-
level and dual -antenna IBOC methods re-
quire the addition of yet another transmitter

More Online
.414

Read a white paper that furthe
details split-level combining at th
Radio magazine website. Access
this article at beradio.com and
follow the link to the PDF.

and equipment rack. If the room isn't big enough
there is no choice but to add on to the building.This
obviously adds a significant amount to the cost of
conversion. Worse yet,what if the building cannot
be expanded? A choice between a back-up trans-
mitter and IBOC must be made. The split-level
combined system addresses this issue.

With both transmitters carrying an analog compo-
nent, either transmitter can be used individually in
an emergency to keep the station on the air. If space
is an issue, remove the old auxiliary transmitterand

wiles pip, 71/s4 lea
Save Time and Money With SCMS!

.:28 Years of Personal Service
+Experienced Technical Staff
+New & Rebuilt Audio & RF

:Extensive Rental Fleet
:.Rep for 600+ Companies
:Trade-ins Welcomed

Mid -South Sales:
Bob Mayben
Voice: 877-391-2650

Central Sales:
Bernie O'Brien
Ce,1: 731-695-1714

West Coast Sales:
Doug Tharp
Sales: 866-673-9267

Mid -West Sales:
Mary Schnelle
Sales: 1-800-245-4307

South -Atlantic Sales:
Art White
Sales: 770-632-1295

North-East Sales:
Jim Peck
Sales: 315-623-7655

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.

Call: BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540
e-mail sales@scmsinc.com

www.scmsinc.com

N.
111110 YOU KNOW WE KNOW PAC.
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Leading POTS Codecs Compared.

Comrex Matrix Tieline Commander Zephyr Xport

thho kbp,
0, 19 kbps

14 kit/
112 kHz kHz

IS kHz
15 kHz

DjEra Internet Software Updates No No Yes, via Ethernet port

Digital Pt. Audio Input Yes, via Ethernet port
and supplied driver

Audio Metering (XMIT/RCV) Transmit only One -at -a -time Simultaneous

Audio Processing None Simple AGC Digital multi -band AGC with
look -ahead limiter by Omnla

No No

Remote Control No RS -232 and dedicated computer Ethernet Via Web browser

\uto Dial Storage 19 Numbers SO Numbers 100 Numbers

Frequently -Used Settings Storage none none 30

standards -based POTS Malts No - Proprietary No - Proprietary Yes - aacPlus (MPEG IMAM

transmit -Receive Quality Display No Yes Yes

Contact Cloture, 2

Display Resolution 120x32 LCD

\nalog Cell Phone Interface Optional

120x32 LCD

Standard

3

1283E64 LCD

Standard

Mixer Inputs 1 mic, I mic / line 2 mic / line I ink, I line

Phantom ('00 er No No Yes - 12 volt

Automatic Voice -Grade Backup No No Yes

Power Supply External External Internal auto -switching

local Mix Audio Outputs
Headphone Yes Yes Yes
Line Level Yes No Yes

hrect Receive Audio Output No Yes Yes

Uses ISDN at the Studio Side for No No Yes your Zephyr Xstreani
becomes universal POTS

and ISDN codec.
More Reliable Connections

Available ISDN Option $850.00 (adds MPEG L3 & G.7221 $850.00 (adds G.722) S495.00 (adds G.722 at state-of-
the-art AAC-I.D for

high fidelity and low delay)

List Price:' $3,700.00 $3,650.00 $2,495.00)

The world's most advanced POTS codec
is also the world's lowest priced POTS codec.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

Refers to base MSRP without ISDN option as of 511504 The Telos logo. Zephyr, Zephyr %stream, Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. L 2004 aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies
Comm, Tiellne and associated trademarks are property of their respective owners Product spefications quoted from manufacturer's rnoM current published documentation at time of printing



The routing switcher gets a new twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few signals - sometimes a few hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient way to manage and share your ouch°, but will your GM really let you buy a router that costs

more than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet -based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is a true network.

Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switc hes and Cat -6. Imagine the

simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building :o any other... you get the idea.

ROW". an OR do a
network ss u, h more
Mode', With Alia ,our

nt and nail am Rolf If, the

autho where th,Mlnng
No fro. m,an1t. n, Ixral

Put an 4 laa Mu nrhone
,ode nett to lour enn and

perarnaltlied aaiko
ansm here redon ,,er

Ethernet  oh nu 'mg
tot, ur tignal degradanon

Aix, 13 ahead, noritng
wait wrote 'mat companies

lab Ewa Svoons. Sean
Studio, Radio Systems.

flab tI Te, knob, Gonsp.
and of onne Tel,',
and (Mona. Cheek

ArstiAtalto corn/meow&
to fend oto nho, nett

Scalable, flexible, reliable... pick any three.

An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that

well for larger ones. Here's

where an expandable

network really shines.

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Cat -6 cable and an Ethernet switch, and

you've got a 64x64 routing switcher. And you

can easily add more I/O whenever and

wherever you need it. Build a 128x128 sys-

tem... or 1024x1024... use a Gigabit fiber back-

bone and the sky's the limit.

Are you still using PC sound cards?

Even the best sound cards are compromised

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

poor headroom, and other
gremlins. Instead, load the

Axia IP-Audic Driver for

Windows' on your workstations and connect
directly to the Axia audio network using their

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC poductions

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

the hardware they usually feed (like router or

console input modules). Just think of all the

cash you'll save.

Put your preamps

where your mics are.

Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,

so you need to buy preamps. With Asia you get
ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power.

Put a node in each studio, right next to the mics,

to keep mic cables nice and tight. then send

multiple mic channels to the network on a single

Cat -6 cable. And did we mention that each Mic

Node has eight stereo line
outputs for headphones?
Nice bonus.

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't just

replace a traditional router - it ,mproves upon
it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems.

and are making new products that reap those

benefits. Working with our

partners, Asia Audio is

bringing new thinking and

ideas to audio distribution, machine control,
Program Associated Data (PAD), and even

wiring convenience.

 - Put your snake on a diet.

Nobody loves cable snakes.

Besides soldering a jillion connectors, just try

finding the pair you want when there's a

change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come

n AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog

flavors. Put a batch o' Nodes cn each end

of a Cat -6 run, and BAM! a bi-directional

multi -channel snake. Use media converters

and a fiber link for extra -long

runs between studios -
or between buildings.

Would you like some control with that?
There are plenty of ways to control your Asia

network. For instance, you'll find built-in

webservers on all Asia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PsthfinderPC
software for Windows gives you central

control of every audio path in

your plant. Railer Selector
nodes allow quick local

source selection, and intelligent studio control

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source in your networked facility.

-astomos -

&vewire

101:11010

TIN. 4 a better Iwo ic get
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more consumer geode %-
connector, - wishAt111

diggal audgo tsars
dean and petsnne.

An 4 ua d,elwl audio
,nuke carat luarulredl
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vit'This sounds expensive." Just the opposite, really. Asia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,

patch bays, multi -pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring - not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.

Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio,com for details.
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put the new digital transmitter in its place. It might also be possible to
convert an old dummy load into the needed reject load for the
combined system, which not only saves space, but also saves more
money.

rilli7RFLoad

0 watts Ipt 14,000 watts
140 watts 140 watts
140 watts To Antenna

Analog=7,000 watts

IBOC Combine

Ana log
Transmitter

Ana log=7,000 watts
IBOC=140 watts

IBOC
Transmitter

Series
110

$9,999

Figure 2: The split-level combining system.

Testing in Orlando
Split-level combining was put to the test in

April on Cox Radio's Power 95.3 in Orlando. A
recent class upgrade from A to C3 required the
station to purchase a new transmitter, creating
the perfect opportunity to test this new technol-
ogy. The main transmitter was a 5kW tube
transmitter,which could not make the new 7.3kW
TPO, so a new Harris Z -HD transmitter was
purchased. Both transmitters were set at 3,650W
of analog power, and the digital signal was
adjusted to 146W. In a standard high-level com-
bined mode, the reject power level would have
been about 1,560W With the two transmitters
properly tuned and phased together, the reject
load power dropped to under 73W. This reflects
the 50 percent loss of the digital signal. The
transmitters were then switched into test loads
and both transmitters were turned up to 5,000W.
The forward power increased to simulate a TPO
of 10,000W,and the reject power was just below
100W,as expected. High-level combining would

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free syste

upgrades
available

now!

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the l S and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

ilroadcalriftssare International 1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A, Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USAI (888-274-8721) info* bsiusa.com

Para el espafiol, Ilamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332 fchaseica ommedianet.com IS S. I
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I he exciter rack with a Harris uigit exciter, Dexstar 1150C. exciter
and Epal audio interface.

have rejected more than 2,000W in this case.
In both of these experiments the power output of

each transmitter was matched. It is not always
possible to match the power levels, nor is it neces-
sary or even always desirable. There is a lot of
flexibility in this combining method, which can be
customized to fit the needsof a facility. In some cases
it may make more sense to give up some of the
gained efficiency to save tens of thousands of
dollars in installation costs.

Installation costs
In this example, let's assume a radio station with

a TPO of 36,000W. Most 35,000W transmitters can
actually be pushed to make the extra 1,000W, but
not much more. If this station wants to convert
using the high-level system, the analog TPO must
be increased to just over40,000W. This transmitter
cannot produce this power. The most economical
way to achieve this extra power is to purchase
another high -power transmitter to combine with
the existing transmitter to be able to reach the new
power needs.

On the digital side, the power output to the anten-
na must be 360W but with a 90 percent loss, the
transmitter must be able to produce 3,600W. To
achieve this power level. a dual -cabinet transmitter

StudioDrive makes

StudioDrive OUT=1.1
P.C. STUDIO SYSTEM IN=TEL

ON TEL

MIC Ll/TEL
L3 IN

.20 -15 .20

-25 -10 ..25 .10 45

-SO .0 -30 41 -30

OUT.L2 OUT=PLAY OUT = RAI

IN  L3 IN=RECORD IN .- AIR

L2/L3
NI.

P.C. ttoK)NITOR PHONES VU

NON MAX MIN

StudioDrive is a 6 -input stereo mixer that makes your PC a self contained fully integrated studio'

Perfect for radio automation, newsrooms. PC edit suites, 3mergency studios. remotes, LPFM.

 Mic input wi remote
 4 stereo Line inputs
 Telephone coupler
 Mix -minus built in
 Monitor system w/automatic muting
 AIR Monitor input
 Mic Tally controls On The Air lights
 Headphone output
Call BGS for great deals on
Henry products! www.bgs.cc
352-622-7700 i: 1

HE NR
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The HD Radio/analog low-level combine- section to reed the analog
and digital ex. -hers into the hybrid -mode digital trarsnitter.

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

The 1014 AcoustiKir

The 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control
room package with real stud.° A:t Diffusors'.

Acoustics First corn D.nes these in one box with Cutting Wedge® foam,
Bermudc Triangle Traps- and specific instructions for inslallaticn.

The 1014 AcoustiKit i5 everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without baying more than you need.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousti:sfirst.com

is required.The building must be large enough
to house a new analog transmitter, a dual -
cabinet digital transmitter,plus additional rack
space and a new reject load. All of this adds
up to a lot of floor space, which may not
be available.

In this arrangement, 7,240W of powerwill be
lost into the reject load. This is not a peak
power reached occasionally, but a constant
power 24 hours a day. It is unlikely that the
building air conditioning system will be able
to handle this increased heat load. The op-
tions are to add additional cooling, or to move
the reject load outside.

The same station using split-level combin-
ing will have several configuration options to
choose from. To gain the most efficiency, the
station may still choose to purchase a dual -
cabinet digital/analog transmitter that can
produce about 14,000W of analog power
along with the digital signal. The old analog
transmitter's power will now actually be re-
duced to about 22,000W and will not need to
be replaced or upgraded. Tube life will also
be extended because it's not being taxed to
the limits. In this case the installation costs

r
Brand New!

-.-:: - is..P.--------'"; - I

.-,,-.
... ... . I,.....-ow. ..... ;:-....-.-.-.

..... ......
--..t, ....... -

1

DT -90
Telephone Controlled'

Audio Switcher I

4 x 1 Stereo Audio Switcher
Also .... I

Listen to selected audio on phone
Control four independent
momentary/latching relays
Built-in mic --- Listen to
remote location
Access code
Set number of rings

Convenient plug-in terminal strips
LED status indicators
Conex reliable ... 1 year warranty

www.conex-electro.com

CONEX SYSTEMS 11111
1602 Carolina St. P.O. Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227
360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex@conex-electro com 800-645-1061
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could be reduced by as much as $65,000.
Because the digital transmitter carries a signif-
icant amount of analog signal, it can replace
the older auxiliary transmitter, so this installa-
tion might fit in the same or only slightly larger
footprint as the old transmitters.

A second option to save even more money
up front would be to use a single -cabinet
digital transmitter. The efficiency will not im-
prove nearly as much, but the installation costs
could be lowered by as much as $150,000. This
may also be an attractive option when floor
space is restricted, as it may actually consume
less space than the existing configuration. The
key is in the planning.

Editor's note: Split-level combining has several
patents pending. At this time, the technology is
sold exclusively through Harris.

Fluker is director of engineering for Cox Radio
Orlando.

The prototype 3dB high-level hybrid used for split-level combining the
two transmitters in the Orlando test. The digital Thru-line sections for the
wattmeters are used to accurately measure tf e true average power of
the 180C signal.

10 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER

SR 210

10 x 2 STEREO SWITCHER

SR 201

10 < 1 STEREO SWITCHER WITH
METERING AND MONITORING

SR 64

6 x 4 STEREO SWITCHER

SR 61M

20 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER WITH 6 x 1 STEREO SWITCHER WITH
PARALLEL REMOTE CONTROL METERING AND MONITORING
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Field Resort

JK Audio Compack
By Richard Hamilton

hen I first cart, with the idea to create
A

an Internet talkshow on trains, !scheduled
the iow on allay and time that would
make it viable produce the show on the
road. SaturdaY at 10 a.m. Pacific Time
meant I could be on the East Coast or the
West Coast at a train exhibition and have a
live show with a participating audience at
a good time of day.

The majority of broadcasts that I planned
would be held on fairgrounds or conven-
tion centers. With various vendors and
exhibitors set up throughout the halls, I
wanted to be mobile enough to walk
around and talk to the attendees.This is not
exactly easy to do when tied to a phone
line. In addition, I planned to do all of this
without a traveling engineer.

So how do you create a show live on the
road? This is a staple of radio. However,
this is an Internet radio show in a talk -

show format. I did not want to hold a cell
phone to my ear while interviewing
people. I also wanted to reduce any
phone -like qualities as much as
possible.The studio and I were not

Performance at a 'lance
Compack offers landline, handset or cell connectivity

Separates audio up and down

Keypad can be turned off

It has both mic and line level inputs

Battery or ac operated

LED overload indicator

Individual controls for headphone, line and mic levels

ready to jump straight to a GSM codec. After
all, streaming mono on the Internet does not
necessarily call for a high -quality signal.

Not having the budget of a broadcast
station, my resources were pretty thin,
especially when you consider that I do
this show as a hobby. Dollars were an
issue but we wanted to sound as profes-
sional as possible. I needed to hearcallers
and hold conversations.

Hold the phone
After talking to my audio engineer, we decided to go

mobile with a cell phone interface to the studio,where my
feed would be handled just like any other caller, with the
exception that I am a co -host. Most of the time the other co-
host is in the studio because her schedule is not as flexible
for travel.
The choice was made to use the JK Audio Compack

telephone audio interface.This unit allows flexibility while
offering a good audio interface. I connect to the studio
using the supplied 1/4" to 2.5mm cell phone headset cable.
The unit also has two RI connectors, one for connection
to an analog POTS line and a handset connection.The RJ
handset connector has a slide switch to select the type of
handset being used.

The unit accepts mic and line -level signals. A slide
switch selects mic or line level for the XLR connects.The
XLR and 3.5mm jack are two separate inputs with sepa-
rate volume controls.

Power is supplied by a battery (with a push-button LED
indicator) or ac power adapter. So far, battery operation
has not let me down, however I always carry a spare 9V
battery in my mobile pack. I change the battery after about
six months of use, and I never store the battery in the unit
between shows.

There is one 1/4" stereo headphone connection for stereo
headphones and the keypad on the unit is a standard 12 -
button DTMF keypad.

Of the three visual indicators (LEDs) I watch the clip LED
to make sure I am not overdriving audio back to the studio.
I use the battery LED when I fire up to make sure the battery
is in good shape. I don't use it with my setup, but there is
also a ring LED.

There are three rocker switches for control: power,phone
line, keypad. The power switch function is obvious. The
phone line rockerswitch takes the unit on oroff hook when
connected to a POTS line.The keypad rocker switch allows
the user to deactivate the keypad to prevent button presses
while he is on the air.

The equipment setup is pretty straightforward.When I have
it all attached to me I look like a wired geek. On my left hip
is my cell phone. On my right hip is the Compack with the
cell phone cable, headphone cable and microphone cable
all dangling off to their respective pieces of equipment.

When used with the strap,the three main controls (head-
phone, line, input) are located on the top of the unit.The
headphone pot controls the level of audio being fed to the
headphones.The line and input pots control their respec-
tive level of audio sent back to the studio.

I operate on the theory of when all else fails, consult the
manual. The guide is user-friendly and uses the picture
feature/number method.
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The sides of the unit have a
variety of connections and configuration switches.

Going live
The limiting factor here is the cell phone service.This is the

weakest link in the setup due to occasional questionable
coverage. The cell phone operation would give a greater
flexibility of movement at the show if the cell coverage
allowed. Also, at these venues it is sometimes a huge
headache to arrange for a landline for two hours of use.

The Compack allows me to communicate as one would
on any normal remote broadcast as well as hear the studio
audio.We have gotten to the point where the studio keeps
the pot on the board up on my line and I control the levels
at my end. I can hear the studio audio and know when to
tease and when to drop out for breaks by listening for the
musical cues coming back at me.

The next mobile broadcast is scheduled for
July 10 at the 25th Annual Moon Amtrak

event in Laguna Niguel, CA.

Atshowtime, this weird -looking guy ired
with headphones, a mic and this black

box comes out. I am free to walk
around and talk to visitors and
participants of the show. None of
the equipment gets in the way and
I am as mobile as I can be.
Hamilton is the host of Let's Talk
Trains, www.letstalktrains.us.

JK Audio

P 800-552-8346

F 815-786-8502

Wwww.jkaudio.com

Einfo@jkaudio.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation.
turnkey pre wiring.
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

Cistern
JEnf_lio 'Fintlitim

TEL: 623-780-0045

:623-780-9860
ma gersystems.com

www.m. stems.com
Visi: our we to ore information

WBAA

Purdue University

41*

\tot
VIA

Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

MSI

troduces
our new

ward winning
"Sound Choice"

furniture. Our
modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the economical

budget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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Field Report

Klotz Digital Vadis DC II
by Tim Wright, CPBE

hen Clear Channel Communications con-
solidated its Chicago broadcast facilities in
2002 'and 2003, a search began for an
integrated soluillon to tie all seven of the
stations togethfr as one technical facility.
Several vendors came up with solutions,
but for us the Vadis DC II from Klotz Digital
stood out above all the rest.

What we were looking for was the ability
to dynamically route digital and analog
audio,as well as dynamically route machine
control, across 28 studios that could poten-

tially be shared by any of

Performance at a glance
Integrated router and console design

Software -defined operation

Hardware and software modularity

End -user programmable

Expandable console work surfaces

the seven stations.The facility was designed
with clusters of fourstudios for each station,
with several of those studios shared by
everyone. A central Technical Operations
Center (TOC) houses the bulk of the audio
equipment, but each station's main studio
is configured so it can act as a stand-alone
island, and go on the air independently.

When we reviewed the various systems,
the sales staff at Klotz explained carefully
that the Vadis system is a completely new
concept of how to do things, and showed
us exactly what their hardware was capa-
ble of doing.The full effect of that statement

did not sink in until things were operational for a year,and
changes needed to be made in the facility. Forget the punch
tools and soldering irons, just rewrite some configuration
files and the entire personality of the facility can change.

Equipment setup
The Vadis system is a versatile hardware routing system

that has every cross point, button, lamp, relay and opto-
isolated input defined in software. The basis of operation
is time -domain multiplex (TDM) routing of digital data that
is clocked serially through the system at the sample rate.
That rate is defined at sample rates of 44.056kHz, 44.1kHz,
47.925kHz or 48kHz.

Hardware cards plug into mainframes handling func-
tions suc h as fiber I/O (64 channels wide), AES in/out (eight
stereo pairs), AD/DA (four channels) and digital signal
processing (DSP). All inter -frame audio data is handled on
fiber, and all supervisory control data is handled on a
proprietary Ethernet network using the 802.3 protocol.
External machine control is handled by Ethernet based
hardware GPI boxes each capable of 32 I/O channels, or
directly off the frame itself in the case of the compact audio
frame, the V220.

The user interface can be a modular (hardware -based)
console work surface, a virtual PC -based (touch -screen)
work surface or a combination of both. Because every
button and fader is defined and controlled in soft-
ware, imagination is the only limitation on the configura-
tion possibilities.

The software to accomplish all of this is a text -based
programming language that is made available to the end
user. Using Klotz standard syntax,the entire system can be
defined to meet specific needs. The learning curve for the
code is somewhat steep,but once the basics are learned it
is easy to implement. Klotz Digital offers a week-long
training school so that engineers in the field can modify
and maintain their own facilities. Users are encouraged to
attend these classes.

As for running a console on a Microsoft product, it's not
a problem. A PC runs the GUI, control and routing for the
attached Vadis frame. The Windows 2000 OS itself is stable,
as long as it is not running MS software applications. The
system architecture is designed so that shutting down
anything except theVadis frame itself does not interrupt the
audio. For service of the frame,we have two levels of bypass.
First,a software bypass done in the TOC with Vadis routing,
and second, a total Vadis bypass by putting the station's
automation system direct to air.This is used incase we want
to update firmware or software in parts of the Vadis system
that are common to all stations. In addition, each ai r stud io
can act as a stand-alone island,routing direct to air,in case
the entire technical operations center was to go down.This
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The Vadis 880 frame is the engine behind the system.

is unlikely due to the multiple soft -switched fiber paths and
routings designed into the system as we configured it.

From the board operator's point of view the entire system
acts like a standard console. The only studios that are a bit
different are the voice -track rooms, which house a four
fader work surface and a touch screen. The functions o'
monitor switching and level control are all handled with
soft keys written into the GUI. Those four -faders can be
programmed on the fly to be any source in the facility if we
choose. Normally we limit the jock to seeing only what he
needs to see forthe job at hand. If we wanted, the consoles
could be day -parted so that the less experienced operators
could not get into trouble. They would see only what we
want them to.

The next step of development for our system will be
integration of a front door intercom system to the studios.
Included will be a touch screen interface, a menu driven
GUI designed to be non -technical, GPI control of two-way
video (externally switched) and inter-
active station audio monitoring. As I
said, the imagination is the only limit to
what can be done.

After a year's operation,the system has
proven that the choice was right.When
asked by a competitor what he thought
of the Klotz Vadis DC II system, Market

Klotz Digital

P

F

w
E

678-966-9900

678-966-9903

www.klotzdigital.com

sales@klotzdigital.com

Editor's note: field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broad-
casters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production
facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine
to publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.

The operating screen can be customized.

Director of Engineering B4S3 Fukuda said,
"They will have to pry it out of my cold dead
fingers, before I give this system up"

Wright is a senior studio engineer for the Clear
Channel stations in Chicago.

Q: Your digital audio feed pops and clicks and drops
out unexpectedly. And, the problem is intermittent.
Which tool do you reach for to troubleshoot it?

A 1) My Audio Precision System. Oh wait...we don't have one, the station bought
a car instead.

2) Tools?...digital audio is perfect so it must be sunspot activity

3) The Digital Audio Toolbox!

Our Digital Audio Toolbox is the only digital audio tester in its price lass that is stereo 24-
bit/96k capable, includes all hardware inputs and outputs (including ADAr), is truly portable
and is very affordable for all sizes of broadcasting stations. Tools include: Ater Meter, Lock
Tests, Digital Capture, Latency Test, Clock and Sample Counter, Bitscope, Digital Watchdog"',
Digital Distortion Meter, Jitter FFT, Pass Mode and more

For more information about how the Digital Audio Toolbox
can solve audio problems at your station,

.."1"1"'", please call 888-433-2821 or visit www.TerraSonde.com
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

FM, digital transmitter
Neut.!
V10: The Virtuoso, V10, is a 10kW FM/HD

Radio transmitter with a linear,adjust-
able-bias, broadband design. It
iscapable of 3.2kW digital, 7.7kW

hybrid or 11 kW analog opera-
tion. Because it is frequency
agile, it can be used for N+1
configurations in conjunction
with the Maestro digital exciter.
RF power modules and associ-
ated switch mode power supply
modules are hot -plug for ease of
service.The unit features a graph-
ic user interface, diagnostic flow
diagram and event log. Compact

and lightweight construction al-
lows installation at sites with space

and floor loading constraints.
201-947-8200; fax 207-947-3693

twiwnautelcom; infanabelcam

Diatonic pitch shifter plug-in
Eventide
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Octavox Harmonizer. The Re -
verb and Octavox Harmonizer
diatonic pitch shifter plug -ins
for Pro Tools for Mac v5.1.3 or
greater, are based on the sounds
of the Orville digital audio ef-
fects processor. Octavox allows
users to create stacked harmo-
nies and wide choirs locked to
the tempo of the session. The

GUI allows the user to load, edit and save a preset, and
allows access to the pitch -shifting capabilities, as well as
providing musical control of the pitch and delays using the
Notation Grid. Each reverb offers three -band stereo para-
metric equalization before and after the reverb, reverb
contour for built-in tone shaping, a pair of delay lines with
filters and a high -quality compressor.

201-641-1200; fax 201-641-1640

viwbevealide.cam; abiaseatide.com

Broadcast mixer
Lawo AG

24:The Z4 is a digital, four -

fader broadcast mixer
including integrated
signal processing with freely
combinable interfaces. It is equipped
with two fixed mic/line inputs and combinable
analog and AES3 inputs. The unit offers as many as 14 local
analog or digital inputs. Sample rate converters on the inputs
and adjustable clock frequencies of 44.1kHz and 48kHz are
also features. All output signals can be analog as well as
digital. Other features of this product include 19" 1RU
mounting frame; remote control unit; different input interfac-
es; stereo, mono, left or right signal channel modes; four
stereo su mm i ng busses with I i m iter and Ethernet 10M b/s for
control of external matrices.

+49 7222 1002 0; bx +49 7222 1002 24; mwdaws.dr, Malawi

Remote wattmeters
Coaxial Dynamics
RFWattmeters:These
high -power, re-
mote wattmeters
measure RF
waveforms
such as
CDMA, DAB,
CW and AM
and FM. Sever-

al models are
available to mea-
sure forward and re-
flected power in 5011 coaxial transmission line systems
with 5/10/25 or 15/30/60 scales. The 98952-A wattmeter
with 5/10/25 scales includes two 10' cables and an ac
adapter. The 98954-1 with 5/10/25 scales includes forward/
reflected switch, four 10' cables and ac adapter. The 98958-
A and 98959-A with 15/30/60 scales include forward/
reflected switch, four 10' cables and ac adapter.

800 -COAXIAL; fax 216-261-3142

wwwmaial.com; saleacriaxiaLcom

US -2400: This controller features 25 touch -sensitive
100mm moving faders for full mix control without
patching together multiple expanders. Each of the 24
channels has an assignable encoder with an LED ring
that displays the current value or doubles as a signal
meter. A full transport section is also included for DAW
control, as well as a joystick for surround panning.
Other features include touch -sensitive motorized
master fader, 24 encoders assignable to pan,aux or channel strip and transport section with smooth jog/
shuttle wheel. Bank switching provides access to 192 channels.

323-726-0303; fax 323-721-1635

weatascam.aat lasaidtalascaause

DAW controller
Tascam
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Broadcast
tuner adapter

Audioscience
AS18702 and AS18703:
The ASI8702 is a uni-
versal PCI card that
contains eight AM/FM
tuners. Each tuner may be
set to an independent AM
or FM radio station. The audio
from each tuner is presented to the computer host as a
mono or stereo record stream, which may be accessed
through a high-speed bus master interface. The AS18703 is
similar to the ASI8702 except it contains eight FM/TV audio
tuners. The AM portion of each tuner (ASI8702 only) has
a medium wave tuning range of 520kHz to 1,750kHz. FM
capabilities include a tuning range of 76MHz to 108MHz
with software -controlled stereo decoding. An onboard
225MHz 32 -bit floating point DSP from Texas Instruments
provides audio routing, processing and streaming allow-
ing as many as eight stereo streams to be sent to the host
PC for recording or further analysis.

302-324-5333; fax 302-738-9434

wvAtaudioscience.com; saleaadosciance.com

labeller
Brother

PT -1400 and PT -
1600: With an easy grip,
rubber impact guards and carrying
case, the PT -1600 is designed for ev-
eryday use in the field and on the go.
The labeller features rotated text, easy -swap
tape cassettes, bar code symbologies, tele-
com/datacom templates and built-in tele-
com and data symbols. The PT -1400 offers
easy -swap tape cassettes and the ability to
automatically number the labels. The verti-
cal handheld design with its calculator -style
keypad provides six built-in telecom/data-
corn specific templates and 10 pre -format-
ted general label designs and print options
for printing multiple copies, serialized labels,
vertical, horizontal, rotated and mirror text.
The labeller also offers memory functions
and a built-in library of symbols.
908-704-1700; fax 908-704-8235; twAtbrother.com

MONITORING TO THE POWER OF S.

The ultimate audio monitoring card. limes eight. AudioScience nal-es broadcast
monitoring easier than ever with the amazing ASI8702/8703 8 -charnel tuner adapter
boards. Monitor, log, verify ads and identify content on 8 audio dome% simultane-
ously from just about any source: AM, FM, even TV (ASI8703). An prmard 225Mhz
DSP processes the audio and routes it out thru DB-9 and 50 -pin cosnectors. Drivers
for Windows 2000, XP and Linux are available. Custom configuratic ns available. Call

us at +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

(IFI/X1,9499678a.f7

New! FM Explorer
Online Visual Allocation Tool

Always Current - No Data Downloads - No Software to Buy
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www.dataworld.ccm info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754

PO Box 30730, Bethesda. MD 20824
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Hew Products

RBDS generator
Audemat-Aztec
FMX480: This product combines a stereo generator with a full range of RBDS services in a system that can be
securely managed from anywhereviaTCP/IP The unit includesadigital stereo generatorwith analogand digital
inputs,the FMB80 RBDS encoder and a digital composite clipper. The generator uses high speed DSP to create
the stereo signal and RBDSsubcarrier. Plug the unit into any data network,orthe Internet, forsecu re management
of the signal and messaging from anywhere in the world. Subcarriers are combined in a single digital
operation for a clean signal. There are no analog handpass filters in the encoder to degrade audio quality

305-692-7555; fax 305-682-2233: www.audemat-aztec.m contact@audemat-aztec.com

CeW
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Product Showcase
Model AFS-3 Audio Failsafe

silence sensor --balanced or unbalanced audio

provides contact closure on loss of audio

adjustable from 30 seconds to 5 minutes

 dry relay contacts cr logic level voltage
front panel alarm indicator and audible alert

 optional audio detect mode

615.228.3500
morn mfimmiriort. www.sinesystems.com

Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter

It
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Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 Made in USA

1KW HD Radial ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological inncvations,
X-10003 offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio -eady.

Best of 311, our customers tell us
that the money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

Atk_ARMSTRONG
Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.com

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitte- is a no-brainer.

' HD Rader is a registered trade mark of 'Bested Digital Corporation

Upgrades and
Updates

Orban has released version 3.0
software for the Opti mod -AM 9200.
The software adds two new presets
as well as improved PC Remote
Control software, which increases
connection reliability over modems
and adds Ethernet connectivity.
www.orban.com

Adobe has unvei led Audition 1.5.
This software release is the first
revision since the product was taken
under the Adobe brand. New
features of the software include
integrated CD burning, pitch
correction, automatic click/pop
elimination and the ability to save
custom keyboard shortcuts.

www.adobe.com

Eventide has added a 40 -second
option to the BD500 profanity
delay. Existing BD500 units can
be upgraded.

www.eventide.com

Harris has released version 1.6
firmware update for the Sage Endec.
It adds new event codes, subdivision
names and marine location FIPS
codes to the EAS system as per the
April 2002 FCC Report and Order.
Users are cautioned to use versions
1.7 or greater of the Endec Pro and
Endec DJ software packages or
version 2.0 of the Endecset program.

www.broadcast.harris.com/
radio/sage

The Logitek Audio Engine router
and its line of digital console control
surfaces now offer intercom
functionality that may be run as a
stand-alone system or may be
integrated with a Logitek digital
console. Switched or party line
operation is possible, along with
Director priority switching and
standard IFB functions.

www.logitekaudio.com
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Class -A
discrete
mic preamp

Blue
Robbie: Robbie is a single -channel Class -A discrete tube
microphone and instrument preamplifier with no ICs and
discrete components from input to output. Features of the
mic include audiophile -grade ultra low noise metal film
resistors and polystyrene capacitors. The mic preamp
provides an electronically -balanced, fully discrete input
stage, tube gain stage (ECC88 twin triode), and an electron-
ically -balanced solid-state output stage.There is no switch-
ing crossover distortion in the balanced audio signal path.
The unit achieves 34dB headroom before clipping.

818-879-5200; fax 818-879-7259; vnwaluemic.com

Adobe Audition Training
Total Training
Adobe Audition training:With multitracking capability to
record, mix and edit sessions with up to 128 stereo tracks,
this audio program- Total Raining Presents:Me Essentials
of Adobe Audition-offers four hours of instruction on two DVDs. The instructor walks users through the
full scope of Audition's advanced audio capabilities, from quickly constructing soundtracks with
convenient looping tools,to creating high -quality effects,to using the program's mastering tools to finalize
the audio mixes.

888-368-6825; fax 760-517-9060

bwiwintaltraining.com; info@totaltraining.com

17,000

For more detailed information visit us at

Hew Products

Crimp connector for coax
Bornar
Crimp RCA Con-
nector: These
crimp -on plugs are
designed for RG59
and RG6 coaxial
cable and are the
latest addition to the Specialty Broadcast Connec-
tor series. The high frequency 7511 impedance of
the RCA plugs offers audio accuracy Manufactured
of precision -machined brass with heavy nickel
plating, these corrosion -resistant interconnects fea-
ture gold-plated, semi -captive contacts for durable,
long-lasting connections. The connectors' shield-
ing technology provides isolation from EMI and RFI
interference. A crimp tool is also available.

973-347-4040; fax 973-347-2111

www.bomarintErconnectcom; maii@bomainterconnectcom

0 -
CD

7,

lip ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES EVE PPP!

11/
$4,645

www.arrakls-systems.com o- call: (970) 461-0730
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New Products Time shifter
25 -Seven

On -air consols
Harris

RMX Digital: The newest ad-
dition to the family of Vis-
tamax-ena5led, network -
able consoles is the RMX
Digital on -air digital radio
console.The RMX Digital
was developed for ra-
dio broadcasters who
want a digital version
of the PR&E Radio -
mixer analog con-
sole, but with the fea-

tures of the BMX Digital and Legacy con-
soles. RMX Digital offers a secure upgrade
path with analog and digital inputs and
outputs, allowing broadcasters to start with
analog and easily upgrade to digital when
they are ready. The system features the
same BMX Digital switches and LED illumi-
nators, and the same construction with
support for multiple telcos.

800-622-0022; fax 513-459-3890

www.broadcadanis.com bmadcastahanis.com

It always makes sense
to have a "Plan B"

cftetel seence sonar and passive audio weedier
e continuous hig12-quelity backup audio
> voice remote control. been Ilne. Bubo monitor...

v

Plan B Plus!

swedes; to an alternate live fecc
a closures for cuaung ISLA ccaleca etc

CMI er stet wow clanagger corn
Da Werke 1 -888 -89 -AUDIO

4)0 oaa
Lr
Audio Time Manager: ATM allows users to delay the start
of live programs and shorten their duration, in real-time, to
accommodate unexpected breaks or to create additional
availabilities on an on -going basis. Its time compression
technology is clean so that users can conservatively add
about three minutes per hour to a schedule. Depending
on the program source, users can more than double that
and still maintain acceptable broadcast spoken language
quality. The schedulerdoes not remove important content,
change pitch, damage inflection or create artifacts. It inte-
grates into digital and analog facilities providing smooth
content insertions, network rejoins and broadcast delays.

888-251-2518; vAvw.25-seven.com; info@25-seven.com

Audio file converter
Acoustica
MP3 To Wave Converter. Features of this converter are:
converts MP3 into CD quality formatWAV files ready to bum;
converts freely between WMA,MP3 and WAV; batch convert
folders and subfolders with a single right click; automatically
normalizes audio files to a consistent volume level; will
sense incomplete music downloads or blank songs; auto-
matically trims unwanted silence from the start and end of
songs; and converts music play lists (.M3U, .PLS) to WAV.

559-692-2224; fax 559-692-2214; www.ataattica.com

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

" Kay Industries
PBASEMASTER
Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257
574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St. #6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766
510-657-7283 (faxt

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

www kayind corn tnfodkayind corn
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Reader Feedback

More hi-fi WiFi

comments?
tadio@primediabusiness.com

ice editorial in the June issue [When hi-fi
meets Win]. In addition to the relatively
slow national roll -out of broadband, the
user interface on all Internet appliances
needs serious help. Users require the
ability to seek programming content on
the Internet in as easy a fashion as it is to
punch a button on a radio or television
remote control.

Last week I ordered and received a new
Linksys audio media adapter. This unit
essentially picks up where Kerbango left
off. Initial provisioning of the Linksys unit
was far too complex-and my networking
skills are excellent.

Once the unit was provisioned and
streaming, searching for local network hard
drive content and available Internet sta-
tions was an absolutely painful experi-
ence. Finally, I gave up and sent it back for
a refund.

The concept of Internet multimedia port-
ability is a good one. Access to high-speed
networks via WiFi and wired connections
is becoming more prevalent every passing
day, giving users the ability to watch and
listen a wide variety of programming choic-
es. But until my grandmother can make use
of these devices without requiring CBNT
certification, the companieswho manufac-
ture Internet appliances are destined to
keep failing.

Paul Christensen, CPBE
attorney

Jacksonville, FL

DRM, the other IBOC
I really liked your DRM coverage [in the

May 26 issue of the IBOC Update e-mail
newsletter]. I would like to point out that
depending on the mode DRM is capable
of more than 24kb/s. In a 20kHz channel
and low interference, the rate could be as
high as 72kb/s. The DRM specification
permits user selection of either 16 or 64
QAM modulation, channel bandwidth and
error correction as well as three types of
audio coding, ACC SBR being used at
normal data rates. Modulation type and

error correction is determined primarily by the available
channel, the amount of fading and interference. With
higher data rates, more than one program can be delivered.
Even at 24 kb/s, multiple programs can be delivered at
voice quality or capacity can be scaled for more data
delivery. In hybrid mode where only 10kHz is available for
digital carriers, the 24kb/s you stated would usually be
correct; although this could be as high as 26.6kb/s or as low
as 14 to 18kb/s if heavy interference is involved. This is
based on North American 10kHz spacing (10kHz band-
width). I believe the 24kb/s you cited is for a European
9kHz spaced channel. 55kb/s is the usual top data rate for
ground wave or moderate skywave propagation in a
20kHz-wide channel, which is how one would expect any
digital -only system to function in North America.

As I mentioned, a maximum of 72kb/s can be achieved
in a low -interference (64 QAM) mode while at the other
end of the spectrum where a typical AM signal would be
considered unlistenable; rates under 10kb/s can be deliv-
ered in 16 QAM mode. It is not unreasonable to expect
64kb/s performance in the typical US AM channel, which
is the same data rate currently suggested for the primary
Audio channel in the NPRTomorrrow Radio project,which
operates in the FM band.

Robert Meuser
New York

Mark Krieger responds:
Yes,Its true that with 20kHz of bandwidth more data can be

moved,but thats a fantasy in the US,Canada oreven Europe,
so I didn't see the point in elaborating on it. The higherdata
rate may prove useful in some developing nations and on
shortwave, however.

Learn to burn
Excellent article by

Alex Kosiorek on CD
recording (Maximum
Bum) in the April 2004
issue. Very informa-
tive and enlightening!
The writer obviously
got his hands dirty
doing the research.

Michael Feerick
development

manager
Audio Processing

Technology
Belfast, N. Ireland

MAXIKIM
7i
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Success for IBOC
There have been many online discussions about IBOC,

covering a wide range of ideas. I have a few IBOC thoughts
to add.

1. Content. If people want to hear it, then the delivery
won't matter.

2. If the consumers don't buy the radios, it is dead.
Game over.

3. Maybe the overly simplistic way to go beyond the"does
too/does not" argument of IBOC interference is to simply
run a proof on a station's radials. Measure the first -adjacent
apparent signal strength of the digital carriers. Then you
can calculate the effective carrier strength of the two new
allocations you've just built. A carrier is not a sideband.

4. If a station I work for has enjoyed coverage out to the
fringes for a few decades, I'll be a bit upset if a neighbor
comes along and tries to steal it. I've had the constructive
use of that covered area for a long time, and could
probably argue that in a court as an adverse possession
matter. Might not go anywhere, but all it takes is one
sympathetic judge somewhere to stop the whole IBOC
thing dead in its tracks.

5. How many years will it take to get a good installed base
of IBOC stations? For a good penetration of the receivers?

Now, how many years before we get G3 or
G4 portable Internet connections? Factor
in streaming.

6. Just what is going to derail XM and
Sirius at this point? Some grousing about
local content? Lack of EAS? It's all about
content. See #1. Cost? Ten bucks a month
is chump change.

Some IBOC opponents denigrate DXers
and radio hobbyists. I would dare say that
the overwhelming majority of radio engi-
neers got interested in this business via
that route. Maybe the lack of radio hobby-
ists is why there are so dam few new
engineers coming into the field. I can
personally thank Fibber McGee and Molly
over my grandmother's radio for my nudge
in this direction.

IBOC needs to become open source so
there is a real interest from other manufac-
turers and even hobbyists. DRM has this as
a strong point. Set standards, publish them

CD
a
is
O
OO

Control Freaks!!
New Relay Multipliers & Converters Distribute Control Where It's Needed

er
The pREX Programmable Relay
Multiplier & Function Converter
Has 12 optocoupled inputs and 16
microprocessor -controlled relay outputs.

Control any output or a group of outputs from a
single input or from a group of inputs using logic
modes like AND, OR, XOR, NOR, NAND, NXOR,
Interlocked, etc.

Output modes include: Momentary, Toggled,
Leading or Trailing Edge, Pulse Stretching up
to 45 hours, Input Debounce, Maximum Ontime,
Minimum Ontime and more.

Serial port for programming or controlling the
relays using either terminal program or free GUI.

50 -pin telco connector for instant punchblock
connectivity. Telco block/cables also available.

 =EMI 213

The REX Affordable
Relay Expander/Multiplier

The REK accepts a wide variety of input signals
& converts them to contact closure outputs.

REX's optocoupled inputs can be driven from
active high or low incoming signals.

Each of the Fix inputs controls four SPST relays
for a total of 24 outputs.

The REX fea-ures a 50 -pin telco (RJ-21) type
connector that interfaces directly with prewired
telco punchblocks. Type 66 telco punchblocks &
cables are o3tionally available.

For more info visit
www.circuitwerkes.com 

- 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainesville, Florida 32609, USA. 03)10 013233
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Reader Feedback

and stand back. Huge fees and yearly
licensing will pretty much guarantee that
Mom n' Pop broadcasters won't upgrade.
They can't afford it. If you don't have a large
enough percentage of broadcasters doing
IBOC, you can't (politically) force the tran-
sition out of hybrid to only digital.

Stations need to upgrade their facilities
to properly pass the IBOC signal. For some
AM stations, especially directional arrays,
this can be a real hurdle. It is possible
some licensees simply won't be able to
afford this. It may come to some form of
government grant or zero interest loan
program so these places can employ IBOC.
Otherwise there may be a number of
stations simply going dark, disproportion -
ally in smaller markets. Political-
ly, this can be a big issue.

The transition period of hy-
brid mode is going to be a real
problem. For every station that
lights up IBOC, two adjacent fre-
quencies are negatively affect-
ed. This transition needs to be done
with some reduced IBOC carrier strength
so the neighbors aren't blasted out by the
sounds of your digital party. Receivers
need to be out there and available at
cheap prices. I really have no answer to
the interference issue vs. the need for
digital to work over a served market. The
requirements are mutually exclusive.

IBOC will be competing with other emerg-
ing technologies such as XM/Sirius and
Internet streaming. Some of the streaming
sites are beginning to make money. If it
wasn't for the draconian licensing require-
ments published by the Library of Con-
gress, streaming would likely be far more
important than it is now. The Library of
Congress licensing essentially killed stream-
ing a few years ago. However, they may
have given AM and FM broadcasters a bit
of breathing room.

I honestly don't see IBOC as the real
problem facing broadcasters. It isn't deliv-
ery,it's content. IBOC needs to accompany
a real shakeup of the on -air product. In the
ind,IBOC will be entirely a political matter,
with the broadcasters simply doing what
they are told or going dark. I will say that
none of my clients have indicated any
interest in buying IBOC capability. Several
AMs and a couple of FMs are on my list.

Craig Healy
wwwam-dx.com,Chowdanet BBS

Providence, RI

The Kenwood HD Radio receiver
I installed the Kenwood HD Radio system in one of our

Ford station vans. The head unit is the Kenwood KDC-
V7022 with the requisite Kenwood KTC-HR100 HD Radio
black box. I also replaced the speakers with a pair of
Alpine SPR574a coaxial 5x7" drivers.

The sound quality improvement of the HD Radio system
is immediately evident. On FM, the receiver takes six to eight
seconds to acquire the digital signal and cross -fade the
audio. At that point the high end opens up and becomes
musical and cleaner. Much of this could be attributed to
the differences in audio processing between the two air
chains but I must say I've never heard this much top on any
analog system. Also,cascaded compression,while notice-
able, is not offensive if the HD Radio exciter is the second
pass. Three or four passes might be nasty.

The HD Radio receiver's head unit has Kenwood's usual
tiny buttons and overly zany
Carnival display. Its flip down
front panel (which would like-
ly obscure factory HVAC con-
trols in some cars) is attrac-
tive and offers a ton of extra

room for controls, but is for
some reason left largely blank

to the right of its volume control.
This layout offers more room for

tne display too; room that is also squandered
because roughly one-third of it is used for a chasing
graphic showing EQ settings and random light shows. The
frustrating and convoluted menu system could be much
easier to use. Many of the receiver's functions are accessed
by either holding or dynamically reassigning the tiny
buttons. In some cases, the station preset buttons are used
to access sub menus and don't return to preset duty until
that mode is manually exited. Also annoying is the unit's
tendency to mute while performing non -audio related
functions. Also disappointing is the lack of any HD Radio
indication when in digital mode and the inability to display
the station's call sign, frequency and the TOD clock simul-
taneously. It also doesn't receive RBDS.

AM sound is likely the most dramatic improvement.
When a station is selected, its analog audio is routed to the
speakers for a couple of seconds then the system cross
fades to digital audio stream. The difference is dramatic.
Music is perfectly listenable and voices sound natural and
clear. As advertised, AM digital is easily as good as FM
analog. I wonder how well it works in a thunderstorm.

I applaud Kenwood for being first to the HD Radio party,
really. But these nagging operational issues make me wish
for the Panasonic CQ-CB99000U-even at $320 more.

Michael Kemen
chief engineeribuildingproject manager

Greater Media Detroit

Note: The KDC-V7022 is a discontinued model. Newer models
have replaced this version.

More at beradio.corn
Send your comments and ideas to

radio@primediabusiness.com
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Rad
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

Rao M.A.R.S1
On March 2,1897 Marconi was granted the first

wireless patent.

On March 2, 2004 radio signals capable of changing the

way we see the universe and ourselves were hein

beamed to earth from the red planet.

In other words, radio is just getting started.
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Radio magazine is for those who work in the

technology or management of radio. Subscribe.

It's easy and it's free.

httv://www.beradio.com
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Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable Traffic C.O.P. for Windowi'
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information,
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants,
51 South Main Ave., Suite 312, Clearwater. FL 33765

TRAFFIC C.O.P.
f OR WINDOWS

Going Digital?
Go GoIdWAV!

60:diiirow
idAsigvw

26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1
stereo .WAV files with all the

song data embedded.

Also available in GoidDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
GoIdWAV or GoldOrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

--CP4 CENITIL1112Y

GoldDisc - GoidDrive - GoIdWAV
The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800 TMCI(iTMCentury.com

www.R.

300,000+ Electronic Components
Over 1,000,000 Cross References

4005!

New Products.

New Suppliers.

New Technologies.

New Catalog Every 90 Days!

MOUSERELECTRONICS
(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com

atouseffg and Mouser Dectromcsst, are trademarks of Mouser Electronics, Inc

/f ligiftfling strikes on your

tower are cauSinq equipment

Damage and lost air time -

the cost of Stag -Cat
system may be recovered

during your first Itintninq

season.

AFFORDABLE - RUGGED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The Stat/-Cat Lightning
Prevention System

provides a continuous, low-resistence
discharge path for the static e ectric

charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 118"

STAINLESS STEEL RODS (no- wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Cc7riiiia
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 Fax (505) 326-2337
cortanacorporation.com
cortanal @earthlink.net

DigiMatch 2X6 converts
digital audio between

AES/EBU and SPDIE It's
also a digital DA, with six

digital audio outputs!

DigiMatch 2X6 is in
stock at all Henry

Engineering dealers.
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

FAX 740-592-3898

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg@gorman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

F.II digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. Character generators.

RF PARTS"
COMPANY

/Audio 1 Broadcast
1 Industrial *1 Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export

ot ,

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

iauntry
.411.PROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. com  e-mail info@baycountry.com

eatawopki

Engineering Tools
Feasability Studies
Longley-Rice RSL

Maps & Population
Area -to -Locate Studies

Majoring Tools
Custom Mapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing

Management Tools
DataXpert'
Coverage Maps
FLAGS" FCC Monitoring
LMA/Duopoly Studies

www.dataworld.com info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754  301-652-8822  fax: 301-656-5341
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The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz DA Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com bdi
Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

LongleyRoce Coverage over 3D Terrain

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

ve Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, PTP, Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe IITM

vo Search for FM channels under spacings
and contour protection using FMCont'm
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro "A

V, Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D "A

VSC OMMU N IC AT I 0 engineenng consulting
IS.

EAKOmmlog C
Commlemilmo SatuamKleg rn softwaresod

oft The leader in broadcast

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment ...sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
VVV/W MOORETRONIX.COM
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

teg
phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

Contact Steven Bell

913.967.1848

sbell@primediabusiness.com
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BROADCAST FURNITLIFIE

Custom Image R.0,111 Itirnit urc

Force 36 ME

Why Omnirax?
 Excellent collaistrative rustics design ability,

10 you get exactly chat you want
 Unique combination of style. functionality

and ergonomws
MI Fanatical atter1/1011 to detail
 15 years of expenence
 100% satisfaction guaranteed

2 O. Box 1792 Sausalito. CA 94966
8003323393 415332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

wwskomnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Acoustics First

CUTTING WEDGE
ACOUSTICAL FOAM

www.euttingwedge.com

ff eff.

TOLL FREE

1 888 765 2900

HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS
Nobody Knows Them

Better Than
We Do

WE HAVE
CCA RECTIFIERS

Don't pay ridiculous prices
to OEMs for replacement

rectifiers when we can
provide an

economical retrofit
package that will more than

do the job. The Model 51014
package shown is a single-phase. full
wave bridge to retrofit all AM and FM

transmitters to greater than 15 kilowatts.
cit3pendinq upon modulation method. Rectifier cards

are rated at 24 KV per leg at a maximum forward current
of E amps. suitable for plate supply voltages to 12 KV.

Additionally. each diode i; protected by both an MOV and a resistor.

QUICK, COST-EFFECTIVE & EXPERT SOLUTIONS

www.rectifiers.com
800.649-6370

50 Ways to Love Your Levels

.1§

More than 50 VU peter cqnfigurations fortono, stereo and surround

70

to

logitek's accurate, easy to read meters inspire confidence in your audio levels.

See the full line at www.logitekaudio..:om or call 800-231-5870. Logitek

Find out how advertising in
Radio magazine can work
for you....

Contact Steven Bell 913-967-1848
sbell@primediabusiness.com
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CIFII ir®
Towers

Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
o4 manufacturing integrity.

Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

fiElectronic7Rregch44111.,Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47510

812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.com

Transcom Corporation
Rm Ei Fill Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1.5kW 1987 BE =M1.5A
2.5kW 1978 Coll ns 83102
3.5kW 1988 BE cM3.5A
3.5kW 1992 Harris HT3.5
10kW 1980 CCP 12,000E
10kW 1980 Harris FM 10K
20kW 1978 Collins 831G2
20kW 1982 Harris FM2OK
25kW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA

(Amplifier Only)
25kW 1982 Harrs FM25K
30kW 1986 BE FM30A
35kW 2000 Continental 816R -5C
50kW 1982 Hams Combiner

w/aulto exciter -
transmitter switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1kW 1982
1kW 1987

2 5kW 1999

5/10kW 1982
10kW 1996
50kW 1982
50kW 1985
50kW 1986

Cont nental 314R-1
Harris SX1A
Solid State
HaMs "Gates 2"
Solid State
Continental 316F
Harris MW1OB
Continental 317C2
Harris MW50C3
Nautel AMPFET 50
Solid State

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
ANALOG AND DIGITAL

VHF and UHF. 10 W to 10 kW
TV Antennas
TV STL

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1kW UHF 1992 Acrodyne
10kW UHF 2000 Itelco T614C

Like new -60 hrs. of use

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Audio Amplifiers:

BGW 85
Crown D-75

Audiometrics Stereo Distribution
Amplifier

Continental 802B Exciter
Belar AMM3 Modulation Monitor
Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo Generator
Inovonics AM Stereo Audio Processor
Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch
Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19

w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901

Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz

1 KVA s -phase

AHD MUCH MORE

CALL US FOR A QUOTE !
P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027

800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

"14

111!_i 1#4421

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com
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Gallery_

Jump start
your radio career!

606C
One and two day training sessions
Seats for Aug., Sept. and Oct. filling up fast!

Call 914-428-4600 or visit
www.rcsworks.com/training

F www.beratioaconi

Rad!
Find out how advertising in the

Radio Marketplace section can work for you!!

Call Jennifer Shafer

800-896.9939  jshafer@primediabusiness.com

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

i.`i i)NuN !roads t i t
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
0 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
50 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
50 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nextishromicast.com
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS. INC.
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:sanyagi@flash.net
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Professional Services
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ADDISON. TEXAS

15001

912/661-5222
www rbdg corn

RUSS BERGER

 PROCING MC BROADCAST HAIM DEW

AROIREOURE/INIERIOPS FOR A9REI101 SPAGS

 ROOM 0{0115116 AND SOISID ISOURION

 OM AND MOON CCMPROr

DESIGN GROUP

Fr7
AppiedWireiess
Kevin McNamara
President & CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

tel.: 301 865.1011
tax.: 301 865 4422
emelt' kevinmottapplredwirelesx

www appliedwirelesslor

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Rail
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TNoar: 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

.1 SPACEWISE
"The Price and Quality leader...

In Broadcast Studio Furniture!"

411F-1. HOME OF
THE

"BUDGET
CRUNCHERS"

Affordably customized systems in several price ranges.
Professional Quality furniture shop construction, com-
ponents, real woods, and premium laminates. Built to
order and easy to assemble. Economically and safely
delivered crated to you! WHY PAYALQB.E11.5E.W.HER.E7
254 -YEARS OF RADIO BROADCAST EXPERIENCE GOES
INTOTHE DESIGN OF OUR PRODUCTS,

CALL US - 800-775-3660
SEE US - WWW.SPACEWISE.COM

Radio Software

Low-cost Radio Broadcasting Software
Low maintenance Music/Spot Scheduler and Digital

Audio Live Assist/Automation Playback System.
3'1 I &" 'Both Creator aid Sludre &ler miry

of the features available on high ad
,P 'A scf,,,Is flernt4 slreamInq radio software al an affordwale price

P1'; 0.1:!'),Pa'.'. They new crash and e-mal support

www StationPlaylist com  email: salesgstationplayl st com

Radlo
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

To advertise in the Radio
magazine Classified section
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jshafer@primediabusiness.com
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Harry Martin
Member, law firm
of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth
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The technical
consultant for legal
issues in Radio
magazine, he has
contributed the FCC

Update column to Broadcast Engineering
and Radio magazines since 1982.

Martin is a member of the law firm of
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, specializing in
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Sinn Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?

011011000
111=7ngoilii..
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Advertised in 1981, the MAP11Multiband
Audio Processor from Inovonics offered

users eight -band compression.
Each band had its own compres-
sion and equalization controls to tailor the sound while
maintaining high program density. The compressor
would change gain in response to inputs to its own and
adjacent bands.

The processor featured inaudible phase optimization,
which meant the program phase was silently rotated
rather than instantaneously switched to maintain pos-
itive modulation.
The processor's peak controller combined a hard

clipper with a low -distortion peak limiter. For stations
with remote transmitters, the peak controller could be
unplugged and installed at the transmitter site.

Online listening at work
Most companies allow unrestricted listening to radio online.

Allowed to listen (1,101)

Not allowed to listen (531)

 Restricted, i.e. x hours/day (128)

Listen on the sly (265)

Source: RRadio Network, 'Survey 22" -2,025 respondents, Feb. to March 2004.

That was then

This picture is from the cover
of the November 1979 issue of
Broadcast Engineering.The sta-

tion, WBNO-AM of Bryan, OH.
worked with MIT Lincoln Labo-
ratory and the Department of
Energy to install the 800 -mod-
ule solararray in the foreground.
The 33,600 photovoltaic cells
could produce as much as
15kW of peak power for the
station. The solar array occu-
pied '/3 of an acre of land.

To read the original article on
WBNO from 1979, access this
article online at beradio.com.!
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-8000
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth

generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router irtegration with 8 -character displays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control. and
event memory/recall-all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclLsive
VDIPsetup software, letting you easily configure individual
console nodules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

w.wteatstone.com
copynght 0 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation



GENERATInP1-'4* The On -Air Control
Surface for High -Traffic Studios

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servicing, and a

clean yet compact layout.

ffJ PDY/Z1 U! EJ 41\h' 1/YDfilf
210M 1.-,3:-.251. Di El -rarElditielfiEli

ONE CAT -5 WIRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source (inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot (source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For
example, you could allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on -air chain, or feed any
mix desired to a talent or remote position.

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call -ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provide
errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user

vo c)r-)

selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall them by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttons for IFB
functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digital audio le.aciers
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com

vv vv vv . wI, tstone.com
= Made in USA Copyright .1;:i 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation


